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Introduction
When the eastern emperor Justinian abolished the position of consul in 541, he disrupted
a long-held tradition. Before its abolition, the position of consul, the most prestigious
bureaucratic post a man could hold in the Roman Empire, had been in existence for over a
thousand years.1 Consuls acted with imperial authority to organize or provide the entertainment
in the hippodrome, and in return, they had the year named after them and were admired for their
elevated status and wealth. Throughout the fourth to sixth centuries consuls privately
commissioned consular diptychs, ivory panels with varying degrees of ornamentation, to
announce their achievement. They distributed these luxury objects to peers and friends.2 For
example, the eastern consul Clementinus presented a full-figure diptych, one which displays an
image of the consul in his trabea triumphalis with his consular attributes, to an associate in 513
(fig. 1). The eastern consul Justinus commissioned a different type in 540; a medallion diptych
announces his rank to the recipient (fig. 2).3
Anthony Eastmond claims sixth-century consular diptychs are deliberately marked by
“monotony” despite variation in types.4 Consuls stressed their “corporate” identity and paid
tribute to the emperor through the use of fairly standard and repetitive imagery.5 Although they

1

Eastmond, Antony, “Consular Diptychs, Rhetoric and the Language of Art in Sixth-Century Constantinople,” Art
History, 33, December 2010, 762. “Consuls sought both to present their prestige to a variety of audiences, and so
required a variety of visual languages to display that authority; yet simultaneously, they sought anonymity in the
thousand years of tradition that underpinned their role before its abolition by Justinian in 541.”
2
Ibid, 743. “Although the post was a temporary one, it has left a permanent visual legacy: the magnificent ivory
diptychs that were commissioned by the consuls to celebrate or commemorate their appointment.”
3
Ibid, 743-745. There are three types of diptychs: full-figure, medallion, and more abstract ones with non-figural
designs.
4
Ibid, 759.
5
Ibid, 762. “However, the diptychs’ visual evidence of a move towards a sense of corporate rather than individual
identity among the consuls of the east in the sixth century seems to undermine what are otherwise some key factors
in becoming a consul at all. … In the same way that the tetrarchs of the late third century asserted their power
through visual solidarity with one another, so too in the sixth century it seems consuls proclaimed their position by
downplaying their separate identities.”
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memorialized themselves, consuls, especially in the east, avoided igniting the jealousy and ire of
the emperor through the production and distribution of particularly self-promoting private
commissions. Eastmond states:
Whether displayed together as a form of a living calendar, or whether each new consul’s
diptych replaced that of his predecessors, whose diptychs were then retired to a cupboard
somewhere, the result is strikingly monotonous. Between them, the two earliest diptychs
provided the models for every element of the iconography of Justinus’s diptych: it is
very hard to see any major shift in the display of consular power. There are many small
differences, but the overall comparison is indistinguishable in essence. Indeed there was
a stock of motifs that could be combined from year to year to make up the diptych….6
In contrast to the “strikingly monotonous” display of consular power, the Clementinus
Diptych and the Justinus Diptych are, however, strikingly original in their display of imperial
power. Clementinus initiated a new iconographical trend in 513 with the disposition of the upper
registers which included medallions with images of the Emperor Anastasius and the Empress
Ariadne on either side of a cross. Extant consular diptychs from the East and West reveal that
from the time of the earliest securely dated consular diptych, the 406 diptych of the western
consul Probus, to 513, representations of empresses and Christian imagery had not appeared on
the ivory plaques. 7 In 513 Ariadne (r. 474-515) was the first empress to appear on consular
diptychs.8 Furthermore, excepting a small cross included among symbols of plenty on
Areobindus’s 506 eastern diptych, Christian imagery was also missing.9 The 540 Justinus

6

Eastmond, “Consular Diptychs,” 759.
Olovsdotter, The Consular Image: An Iconological Study of the Consular Diptychs (Oxford: BAR, 2016), 2.
8
Anne McClanan, Representations of Early Byzantine Empresses: Image and Empire (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2002), 92. “Consular diptychs existed a century before Ariadne made her appearance on the ivories as
the first empress to be included there.”
9
Alan Cameron, “The Probus Diptych and Christian Apologetic,” in From Rome to Constantinople: Studies in
Honor of Averil Cameron, eds. Hagit Amirav and Bas ter Haar Romeny (Leuven: Peeters, 2007), 193. “Third, the
iconography of consular diptychs remains secular to the last. Leaving the Probus diptych on one side, it is not till a
full century later that we find the first modest intrusion of Christian imagery, an inconspicuous cross on one of the
ornamental diptychs of Areobindus, consul in 506…. Then we have a cross between the two imperial busts on the
diptychs of Clementinus ….”
7

2

Diptych adds yet another innovation; the medallion portraits of Justinian and Theodora (r. 527548) are separated by one of Christ, cementing the new trend to feature imperial Christian power
on the diptychs. Alan Cameron argued that the portrait of Christ was the “first and only really
conspicuous Christian element” on the diptychs, but I would argue that the centrally located
cross between the portraits of Anastasius and Ariadne behaves as a conspicuous signifier because
of its placement.10 Consular diptychs, traditionally secular and masculine objects, may not have
shifted noticeably in their display of consular power, but they do reveal a noticeable shift in the
display of imperial power.
The top registers of the Clementinus Diptych and Justinus Diptych occupy limited space
on the ivory panels, but they constituted a space of outsize importance in 513 and 540: the small
bands with carved images of an emperor and empress separated by a cross and an image of
Christ functioned as platforms for the dissemination of imperial ideology. The bi-clipeate
patterns externalized imperial ideology and reinforced it. What imperial ideology was being
espoused? How did the visual innovations in the bi-clipeate patterns embody sixth-century
imperial ideology? What can be gleaned about Ariadne and Theodora and the status and role of
the empress in sixth-century Constantinople? What historical circumstances prompted the
inclusion of empresses’ portraits and Christian symbolism on the diptychs? This thesis will
investigate the outsize importance of the top registers on the Clementinus Diptych and the
Justinus Diptych.
When Late Antique viewers perceived the novel patterns they attached meanings to them.
Anne McClanan regards the top registers as indications that the empresses were potentially

10

Cameron, “The Probus Diptych,” 193. “The first and only really conspicuous Christian element in an extant
consular diptych is the head of Christ between two imperial busts on the diptych of Justin, eastern consul of 540.”
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viewed as co-rulers, not simply consorts. 11 She elaborates upon Ariadne’s role as transmitter of
imperial rule to suggest her potential status as co-ruler. 12 Ariadne’s son with Zeno the Isaurian
was selected by her father, Leo I, to succeed him in 473. Leo I crowned his grandson Leo II in
the imperial box in the Hippodrome to the people’s acclamations.13 Upon the young Leo II’s
sudden death in 474, Ariadne’s husband, Zeno the Isaurian, became emperor. When Zeno died
in April of 491, Ariadne stood in the imperial box in the Hippodrome, dressed in the chlamys,
and addressed the people of Constantinople. She told them that a successor to Zeno would be
proclaimed during Easter week. Gilbert Dagron recreates the moment:
In reply, the crowd approved the date of Easter, celebrated the ‘victory’ of Ariadne and
declared that the ‘kingship is hers’, asking her incidentally, to expel ‘the thieving city
prefect’ (which she at once did) and predicting that all would be for the best under a
‘Roman’ (Romania) empress, if no foreigner was added to the Roman race.14
She then retreated from the imperial box, the kathisma, and selected Anastasius to be Zeno’s
successor. 15 Anastasius was acclaimed in the Hippodrome and ruled until 518.
The right to rule of Zeno (r. 474-491) and Anastasius (r. 491-518) depended upon
Ariadne’s imperial connection, however, Ariadne’s actions as co-ruler with Anastasius are not
particularly well documented.16 But in contrast to this, Empress Theodora’s position alongside
Justinian (r. 527-565) has been frequently discussed by scholars. Cameron writes: “So great was

11

McClanan, Representations of Early Byzantine Empresses, 71. “In any event, these imagines clipeatae show the
potential role of the Augusta as co-ruler and not merely the consort of the emperor.”
12
Ibid, 65. “Ariadne became the transmitter of imperial rule. The Empress Ariadne assumed an unprecedented level
of authority in the nebulous moments between emperors, ….”
13
Gilbert Dagron, Emperor and Priest (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 69. “In the first case, the
titular emperor appeared at the box of the Hippodrome with the patriarch on his left and the Caesar on his right. The
patriarch said a prayer which the crowd concluded with an ‘Amen’, and Leo crowned his grandson.”
14
Ibid, 66. Zeno the Isaurian was considered a foreigner.
15
Alan Cameron, Circus Factions: Blues and Greens at Rome and Byzantium (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1976), 153.
16
McClanan, Representations of Early Byzantine Empresses, 68. “Ariadne’s influence on governmental affairs
during Anastasius’s reign was indirect, and our evidence derives from chance anecdotes.”
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the prestige of Theodora and Justin II’s wife Sophia that they might have been styled “emperors”
jointly with their husbands; whether Zeno’s wife Ariadne would have is doubtful.”17
Cecilia Olovsdotter explains the bi-clipeate patterns from another perspective: “The
image of the imperial/royal couple ruling jointly in the sign of Christ introduces the theme of the
new state religion, more precisely the divinely ordained rulership and the apotheotic status that
the sovereigns enjoy through their ‘contract’ with the Christian god.”18 The state religion was
not new in 513 and 540. Constantine declared Christianity legal with the Edict of Milan in 313,
and he orchestrated the Council of Nicaea in 325 to organize Christian doctrine for the empire.
The emperors Theodosius I, Gratian, and Valentinian II declared Christianity the state religion in
380 with the Council of Thessalonica. Imagery of sovereigns reigning in the name of Christ and
the state religion, however, was new to consular diptychs in 513. The small band with imperial
portraits effectively declared the imperial couple’s shared stake in Christian victory as well as
their liminal status as divinely ordained rulers. They were not gods themselves, but they were
sacred and superior to their subjects because God relayed his will through them.19
The novel iconography appears to send a complex of simultaneous messages: at the same
time that it assumes divinely sanctioned rulership and demarcates an abstract, sacred, and
superior sphere which includes the empress, it also literally maps imperial space in
Constantinople and speaks of co-rulership. How do the bi-clipeate patterns map imperial space?
What does co-rulership mean? Did previous female sovereigns expand the identity and image of

17

Cameron, Circus Factions, 147.
Olovsdotter, The Consular Image, 117.
19
Maria Cristina Carile, “Imperial bodies and sacred space? Imperial family images between monumental
decoration and space definition in Late Antiquity and Byzantium,” in Perceptions of the Body and Sacred Space in
Late Antiquity and Byzantium, ed. Jelena Bogdanovic (New York: Routledge, 2018), 75. “The real body of
emperors represented in images immortalized to the viewer the presence of the empire as a sacred institution.”
18
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the empress to establish a path to co-rulership? Does the inclusion of the empresses’ portraits
relate to the burgeoning importance of the Theotokos in sixth-century Constantinople? Are there
yet other meanings in the top registers?
The novel bi-clipeate patterns, small spaces of outsize importance on the diptychs, are
replete with meaning and history. This thesis will investigate the top registers from two
perspectives. First, it will consider the bi-clipeate patterns as they relate to Ariadne and
Theodora’s agency and the sixth-century concept of a sacred partnership. Second, it will
consider the bi-clipeate patterns through the historical lens of the roles taken up by three
empresses, Helena, Pulcheria, and Verina, as well as the construct of the Theotokos, the Mother
of God. The legacy of Constantine’s mother Helena (died c.328) and her alleged discovery of
the True Cross in the Holy Land established the precedent of a female sovereign’s participation
in the dissemination of Christian victory. The female basileia, imperial dominion, of the fifthcentury, Theodosian empress Pulcheria (r. 414-453) augmented the role and the voice of the
empress in Constantinople, probably including imperial support for the Virgin Mary’s title
Theotokos. Verina (r. 457-484), Ariadne’s mother, attempted to assume power after her husband
Leo I died; she is reported as having proclaimed: “We, Aelia Verina, the Augusta, to our
magistrates and Christ-loving people, greeting. Know that since the death of Leo of divine
memory, the empire is ours….”20 Verina also expanded her visibility when she built the imperial
church, the Theotokos Chalkoprateia, to house the Virgin Mary’s belt, an important relic.21

20

Gittings, Elizabeth A., “Elite Women: Dignity, Power, and Piety” in Byzantine Women and Their World (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 93.
21
Pentcheva, Icons and Power, 12. “Soon after, in 474, the emperors Leo and Verina built the chapel, or soros, of
the Blachernai, situated on imperial lands outside the land walls at the time. Later on, Verina herself initiated the
construction of the church of the Theotokos Chalkoprateia (situated in the downtown area facing Hagia Sophia).
Shoemaker, “The Cult of Fashion,” 56. “Galbios and Kandidos then disclose their personal treasure to the emperor
Leo, who with his wife Verina builds a magnificent church at Blachernai in honor of the Virgin and her garment, ….
Immediately after its account of the Galbios and Kandidos legend, the Life of the Virgin completes its description of
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Throughout the fifth century, empresses embraced Mary’s transformation from a humble Jewish
maiden into a powerful religious and civic presence, and this thesis will argue that the construct
of the Theotokos, the imperial precursors Helena, Pulcheria, Verina, and imagery related to them,
played a significant role in the sixth-century perception that medallion portraits of Ariadne and
Theodora found their proper place on the Christianized consular diptychs.
The legacy of Helena set the course for Christian empresses. Theodosian empresses,
imperial women with public station from 379 to 455 in the eastern half of the Roman Empire, in
establishing their status as empresses, augmented Helena’s legacy through their pious acts.22
The demonstration of piety was an essential imperial value and an effective way for an empress
to establish her authority; piety corresponded to status and power for an empress. 23 Kenneth
Holum employs the term “female basileia” to denote the imperial dominion the Theodosian
women genuinely achieved and exercised, primarily through their piety.24 The pious acts which
best manifested female basileia were imperial munificence, the acquisition of relics, building
shrines to house them, and defending orthodox views of Christianity. Pulcheria, the sister of
Emperor Theodosius II (r. 408-450), exemplified the concept of female basileia, and she
received the title “New Helena” after the Council of Chalcedon in 451.25 The rise of the
Theotokos and shrine building in her honor further embedded the empress role in the imperial

Mary’s relics with a short and somewhat perplexing mention of her “girdle” or “belt”, housed in the church of
Chalkoprateia in Constantinople.
22
Leslie Brubaker, “Memories of Helena: Patterns in Imperial Female Matronage in the Fourth and Fifth
Centuries,” in Women, Men and Eunuchs: Gender in Byzantium, ed. Liz James (New York: Routledge, 1997), 52.
“It was primarily aristocratic and imperial women in the fourth and fifth centuries who reconstructed a Helena with
particular symbolic functions that built upon, but went beyond her relationship to Constantine and purported
discovery of the true cross.”
23
Liz James, “The empress and the Virgin in Early Byzantium: piety, authority and devotion,” in Images of the
Mother of God: Perceptions of the Theotokos in Byzantium, ed. Maria Vassilaki (New York: Routledge, 2016),
151. “Piety in Byzantium equaled power and was an essential imperial value. To be perceived as possessing piety
was a means of establishing status and authority, both useful tools for an empress.”
24
Holum, Theodosian Empresses: Women and Imperial Dominion in Late Antiquity (Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1982), 3-6. “Ultimately these women did achieve authentic imperial dominion.”
25
Ibid, 216.
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ideology of victory and protection. The visual record in the sixth century supports Helena,
Pulcheria, Verina, and the Virgin Mary’s impact on the trajectory of female basileia as well as
Ariadne and Theodora’s agency: they appeared on the diptychs as partners in the imperium.
Section one of Chapter One of this thesis presents the previous literature on the ivory
panels and the empresses. Section two describes the cultural milieu in which the diptychs were
produced, both the concept of imperial victory and its relationship to the Hippodrome in
Constantinople. Consular diptychs announced the consul’s position as impresario of the games,
but they also captured the intimate relationship between imperial victory and the Hippodrome.
Theodosius I’s obelisk base imagery from 390 works as a springboard to understand how victory
in the Hippodrome embodied the emperor’s divinely appointed position and imperial victory.
Chapter Two, section one, describes the two eastern diptychs, the Clementinus Diptych
(East, 513) in the Liverpool Museums collection and the Justinus Diptych (East, 540) in the
Staaliche Museum in Berlin and compares them to other eastern and western diptychs. This
discussion will familiarize the reader with the fairly standard repository of consular imagery.
Section two focuses on the top registers of the diptychs. It will compare the 513 and 540 biclipeate patterns to the other diptychs’ top registers to elucidate their meanings. Section two also
examines Ariadne and Theodora’s agency, their female basileia, to illuminate the relationship
between their actions and their presence on the diptychs. The Ariadne Ivories and the mosaics at
the Church of San Vitale in Ravenna, panels which feature Justinian and Theodora, will be
considered to further substantiate the claim that the small ivory bands on the diptychs function as
platforms for the dissemination of the sixth-century imperial ideology of a sacred partnership.
Chapter Three discusses the traces of the legacy of Helena, the female basileia of
Pulcheria, as well as Pulcheria and Verina’s support of the Theotokos. It argues that their actions
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and legacies significantly expanded the space the sixth-century empresses Ariadne and Theodora
could occupy, and it discusses the iconography of objects associated with them. Chapter Three
also presents the claim that the imperial construct of the Virgin Mary was supported by
empresses, which in turn, supported the perception of empresses as sacred partners. The Ada
Cameo commences the discussion of the mythical figure of Helena, the subject of section one.
The Trier Ivory, a panel which depicts a relic adventus, provides a rich surface to investigate the
significance of Pulcheria, the focus of section two. Pulcheria committed herself to a life of
virginity as a teen-ager, but she married Marcian in 450 out of political necessity. She was
apparently able to retain her virginal status. Their marital numismatic imagery from 450 serves
as a pre-cursor for the 513 and 540 bi-clipeate patterns on the diptychs: it depicts the imperial
figures on either side of Christ.
Vasiliki Limberis and Bissera Pentcheva disagree about which empress, Pulcheria or
Verina, introduced the Theotokos into Constantinople, but they agree that Maria Regina imagery,
images of the Virgin Mary appearing as a queen, borrowed from empress imagery. They also
agree that empresses and the Virgin Mary assumed the functions of the ancient protectresses
Tyche and Nike, and that Marian imagery gradually replaced imagery of the ancient figures.
Section three of Chapter Three therefore considers the possibility that as the empresses Pulcheria
and Verina embraced Mary as Theotokos, as well as her relics and shrines, they supported the
transition from Tyche and Nike, both in rhetoric and imagery, to the Theotokos as civic protector.
The growing stature of the Theotokos in turn supported the empress’s role as an imperial partner
and the innovations on the diptychs. The early fifth-century Maria Regina imagery at Santa
Maria Maggiore provides a way to consider Pulcheria’s involvement in this transition, and the
mid-sixth century imagery at Santa Maria Antiqua provides a way to ponder Verina’s role.

9

Finally, the conclusion will review why the top registers of the 513 and 540 diptychs,
although small and condensed, can be regarded as spaces of outsize importance and dynamic
markers of the times - they are maps of imperial space and social documents which not only
contain information about the imperium in the sixth century but also recall past empresses who
supported Constantinople in her race to become the New Rome.
The visual evidence takes one through the Roman Empire – Constantinople, Rome, and
Ravenna - and presents itself in a variety of mediums and forms: ivory diptychs, imperially
commissioned coins, the marble base for Constantine’s obelisk, the Trier Ivory, and the
magnificent mosaics in Ravenna and Rome. Heterogeneity of medium, form, or context did not
preclude “reciprocity” among the imagery and its messages. 26 Viewers in Late Antiquity
perceived the world around them through a steady stream of imagery which fostered a common
way of seeing and thinking; iconography in various contexts drew upon a “shared visual and
conceptual language.” 27 Different modes and models disseminated carefully orchestrated and
calibrated messages about hierarchy and Christian victory; the imperial family cultivated
adherence to the right order of society through imagery. The different strata of society, including
the general public who arrived at the Hippodrome to enjoy the games, could interpret the
imagery carved into the obelisk base at the Hippodrome. They could also appreciate the value of
relics and the shrines which housed them. The rhythms of people’s existences evolved and
revolved around the shared information being disseminated in these images and objects. The bi-

26

McClanan, Representations of Early Byzantine Empresses, 146. “This assimilation of imagery from a gold
mosaic in a church to an ordinary bronze coin illustrates the degree of reciprocity amongst categories of the imperial
image often kept separate by modern distinctions between “high culture” and the objects of everyday life.”
27
Jelena Bogdanovic, ed., Perceptions of the Body and Sacred Space in Late Antiquity and Byzantium (New York:
Routledge, 2018), 4. “Perception is here defined as the process of viewing and interpreting based on personal as well
as cultural information, predicated upon and shaped by conditioned expectations, within a shared visual and
conceptual language.”
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clipeate patterns were striking innovations on the consular diptychs in 513 and 540, but they
were based upon trends of cultural information and visual precedents.
The shared visual and conceptual language which constituted imperial, consular, and
religious imagery delivered clear messages about status, rank, and hierarchy, the right order of
the Christian empire, and the responsibilities assumed by those in control through the scale of the
figures, their poses, gestures, attributes, insignia, and costumes.28 Furthermore, the principle aim
of artistic skill and the clever innovation of motifs was clarity of message. Clarity of message
superseded attempts at naturalistic portraiture or veracity in eastern consular diptychs. Ariadne
and Theodora’s identities were not announced on the 513 and 540 diptychs through perfect
likeness or veristic facial features; instead, inscriptions with the consuls’ names suggested dates
and reigning emperors. When McClanan discusses imperial weights, busts in the shape of an
empress ornamented with the insignia of her rank, she states, “Even the imperial images of this
period emphasize markings of rank over individual likeness, and these weights convey the
authority of the Empire in the more general language of an empress as a type rather than as an
individual holder of that role.”29 The recipients of the consular diptychs, particularly in the East,
could decode the panels and comprehend the “types” and the cultural parameters they
presented.30 Yet, as individuals, empresses acted. The novel patterns on the consular diptychs
present the intersection of the empress as a type and as an individual who acted in imperial space
in 513 and 540 as well as from the past.

28

Olovsdotter, The Consular Image, 67.
McClanan, Representations of Early Byzantine Empresses, 185.
30
Olovsdotter, The Consular Image, 65-67. “Thus one may conclude that the majority of the eastern consuls’ faces
were carved according to a common model, a matrix, and hence that their creation was dissociated from their
subjects. … What mattered more were the man’s name, rank and official titles, none of which needed to, or indeed
could, be represented through visual likeness. Like the icon of a saint, the consul may first and foremost be
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Chapter One
Consular Diptychs
1.1 Past Scholarship on Consular Diptychs
The modern scholarly tradition on consular diptychs begins with Richard Delbrueck’s 1929
seminal text on the genre, Die Consulardiptychen und verwandte Denkmaler. He created an
extensive catalogue which organized the body of material and thoroughly described the
iconography. Later scholars’ discussion of his work introduces important new considerations.
Cecilia Olovsdotter’s 2005 work, The Consular Image: An Iconographical Study of the
Consular Diptychs, presents a detailed study of specific consular diptychs, including the diptychs
of Clementinus and Justinus. She regards the diptychs as social documents, and her
interpretations of the consular diptych iconography, including the messages embedded in the biclipeate patterns, are essential. This thesis extends the treatment of the top registers as social
documents, viewing Ariadne and Theodora’s medallion portraits as intrinsically linked to the
history of the cult of the Theotokos in Constantinople in the sixth century.
Anne McClanan’s 2002 book Representations of Early Byzantine Empresses: Image and
Empire evaluates a diverse body of representations of Ariadne, Theodora, and Sophia. She
convincingly demonstrates how “empress type” imagery played a role in creating, revealing, and
disseminating the empresses’ imperial and female identities. McClanan’s comprehensive review
of empress imagery acknowledges conventions and innovations as it supports her goal of
understanding the imagery as a typology within a certain cultural context. In this thesis, the
concept of empress imagery, is used more specifically to substantiate a trajectory which led to
innovations in conventional diptych imagery. McClanan discusses the extant consular diptychs
with Ariadne and Theodora’s medallion portraits, but she does not imagine this particular
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trajectory or compare the 513 and 540 ivory panels with a larger body of consular diptychs.
Additionally, although McClanan commences her study with the Theodosian empresses and the
rise of female basileia, she does not investigate how memories of Helena, Pulcheria, and Verina
support the iconographic changes. Like Olovsdotter, McClanan does not offer a connection
between the Virgin Mary’s burgeoning prominence and the novel iconography in the bi-clipeate
patterns.
Vasiliki Limberis’s Divine Heiress: The Virgin Mary and the Creation of Christian
Constantinople (1994) and Bissera Pentcheva’s Icons and Power: The Mother of God in
Byzantium (2006) tell the story of how the Virgin Mary came to replace the ancient goddesses
Tyche and Nike in Constantinople. They present this narrative within the framework of imperial
victory and protection and female basileia; however, they arrive at different conclusions
regarding which empress, Pulcheria or Verina, incorporated the Theotokos into the daily lives of
the imperial family and general public. Their disagreement is less consequential to this thesis
than the fact that both confirm the growing prominence of the Theotokos as civic protector. The
powerful construct of the Virgin Mary was in part visually construed from the example of
imperial women and it in turn affected the self-fashioning of imperial women. Limberis and
Pentcheva do not discuss the empresses’ medallion portraits on the 513 and 540 diptychs.
The work of four other scholars inspired me to view the small space of the top registers as
significant vectors. Antony Eastmond’s insistence that the display of consular power on the
diptychs is monotonous piqued my curiosity about the nature of the top registers. How should
they be characterized? Anthony Cutler introduces his work on ivory diptychs with a reference to
the tenacious “enclosures” that Delbrueck established around their study, and he posits the
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necessity of searching for less “category-ridden answers.”31 His approach, especially his
emphasis on the culture of the craftsmen, not their individual identities, informs my own attempt
to read the diptychs, particularly the top registers, as social documents with wider parameters of
meaning around them. Reading the diptychs as sixth-century social documents requires an
understanding of how people interacted with the visual world around them. Jelena Bogdanovic
supplies a definition of perception in Late Antiquity in the introduction to the 2018 book she
edited, Perceptions of the Body and Sacred Space in Late Antiquity and Byzantium, which guides
the interpretation of the visual imagery in this thesis: “Perception is here defined as the process
of viewing and interpreting based on personal as well as cultural information, predicated upon
and shaped by conditioned expectations, within a shared visual and conceptual language.”32
Additionally, Maria Cristina Carile’s work on “imperial bodies and sacred spaces,” prompted me
to ask why the top registers of the diptychs, traditionally a space for secular imagery or
inscriptions, became sacred, and to wonder what the empresses had to do with that transition.33
This thesis expands the field of meaning around the top registers as it newly imagines how
the novel bi-clipeate patterns embody the increased prominence of Ariadne and Theodora and
call upon the memory of Helena, Pulcheria, Verina, and the imperial cult of the Theotokos as
essential factors in creating and widening the place of imperial women in the early Byzantine
era.
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1.2 The Cultural Context of Consular Diptychs
Constantinople was founded in late 324 and dedicated on May 11, 330 by Constantine.34 The
fifth-century chronicler Socrates of Constantinople describes Constantine the emperor’s role in
creating the city anew: “… being previously called Byzantium he enlarged, surrounded with
massive walls, and adorned with various edifices; and having rendered it equal to imperial Rome,
he named it Constantinople, establishing by law that it should be designated New Rome.”35 One
of the edifices with which Constantine adorned his New Rome was the Hippodrome.36
Throughout the Roman Empire, from Rome to the new tetrarchic capital cities, hippodromes
were commonly annexed to imperial residences. Constantine repeated the arrangement in
Constantinople: the Hippodrome, which was located along the final stretch of the Mese, the
central street of the city, was immediately adjacent to the new imperial palace (figs. 3a, 3b).
The imperial box in the Hippodrome was called the kathisma, and it functioned as a critical
meeting space for imperial figures and their subjects. A long corridor connected the palace to
the kathisma.37 The imperial family and their retinue of palace officials and advisors could enter
the box and be present with the soldiers and people in the Hippodrome.38 Leo I proclaimed his
grandson emperor in the kathisma in 473, and Ariadne victoriously addressed the crowd in 491
from the kathisma. Imperial figures viewed the games, communicated with their subjects, and
manifested their superiority from the imperial box. The subjects communicated in return and
acknowledged the superior rank and status of the imperial figures in the kathisma.
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Constantine, the original Christian emperor, believed his superiority was due to divine
inspiration. Eusebius, the author of Constantine’s life, (and other writers) attributed imperial
inspiration to one source – the Christian God. Eusebius reports that at the Council of Nicaea in
325, Constantine announced: “Thus when I achieved victories over enemies with the approval
and support of the Supreme, I considered that nothing remained but to acknowledge the thanks
owed to God.”39 Constantine’s successors continued to cultivate the relationship between divine
inspiration and imperial victory. In 394, Theodosius, the founder of the Theodosian Dynasty,
defeated the pagan usurper Eugenius. A contemporary who witnessed their battle equated the
strong winds which disarmed Eugenius’s soldiers to God dispensing his favor on Theodosius;
“… they found that God was fighting against them.”40 The emperor was favored by God, and as
a result, he was a liminal figure – he was not a god, but a human being who manifested the
divine will of God. This perception of the emperor solidified the sacred aura around the emperor
and the palace: “The imperial basileia was considered a sacred institution conferred by God to
the emperor, and the palace a sacred symbol of the empire.” 41 As a physical extension of the
palace, the Hippodrome projected enormous symbolic and sacred value too. The emperor’s
sacredness and his embodiment of Christian victory accompanied him into the kathisma and was
made manifest to the crowd.
The Christian victory which the emperor embodied also elided with the public spectacle of
victory in the Hippodrome. Before Constantine embraced Christianity for the empire, an
emperor’s victorious nature, in addition to the athlete’s, was already being celebrated in the
Hippodrome:
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Classical civilization’s athletic ethos added further impetus to the lionization of the imperial
victor, especially since the late antique hippodrome resounded equally with acclamations for
the victorious emperor and the triumphant charioteer.42
The crowds in the Hippodrome could also conflate victory in the games with imperial victory
because victory in sports was “semantically indistinguishable” from military victory, an essential
facet of imperial victory.43 Their shouts of “Ni-ka!” could apply to the charioteer and the
emperor.44 After the empire became Christian, the Hippodrome became increasingly more
religious and focused on the emperor’s embodiment of Christian victory. Cameron notes: “As he
entered the hippodrome the Emperor would greet his subjects with the sign of the Cross and they
would hail him as God’s earthly representative.”45 The 513 and 540 consular diptychs
demonstrate the elision of imperial and athletic victory in the Hippodrome. Clementinus and
Justinus both hold a white handkerchief, a mappa, the object waved to start the games. The
mappa reminds viewers that the Hippodrome was a site of serious competition among athletes
seeking victory. The cross and image of Christ between the imperial portraits remind viewers
that the imperial pair represent Christian victory on earth.
The concept of Christian victory gained momentum in Constantinople during the late
fourth century with Theodosius I (r. 379-395).46 He also augmented the symbolic value of the
Hippodrome in 390 when he erected an Egyptian obelisk on the spina for everyone to see.
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Roman emperors had been sending obelisks to Rome from Egypt since 30 BC when OctavianAugustus conquered Egypt. In 357, Constantius II, Constantine’s son, presented Rome with the
largest Egyptian obelisk it had ever seen. The inscription carved into its base, however, stated
that Constantine had intended this impressive obelisk to adorn the New Rome, Constantinople.
Apparently, Constantius II did not share his father’s vision of the eastern capital surpassing the
western one.47 Theodosius I put Constantine’s vision for Constantinople back on track in 390.
The Egyptian obelisk Theodosius I raised on the spina stood on a base made of
Proconnesian marble, and the base’s four carved sides depict scenes of imperial ceremonial.48
The base’s southwest face is the one the emperor could see from his vantage point in the
kathisma (fig. 4).49 Theodosius, the largest figure within the kathisma, holds out the victor’s
laurel wreath; he is “the ruler whose God-given victories were reflected in the earthly victories of
charioteers.”50 The emperor’s victorious stature was also reinforced by the obelisk towering
above him; the erect Theodosius I mimics the obelisk. Both embody victory for the empire. The
base imagery and the obelisk, as they stood in the center of the Hippodrome, dramatically
declared that Constantinople would continue the Roman tradition of the Hippodrome functioning
as a space which celebrated the victory of athletes, emperors, and the empire. Additionally, the
base imagery demonstrates how the sacred and superior stand above the profane: beneath the
emperor is the crowd; two rows of sculpted faces, some turned sideways, constitute the many
spectators attending the races, and beneath them, musicians with instruments bracket dancing
girls. The emperor is clearly at the apex of the taxis, the order of the empire.
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Theodosius I’s singular prominence in the kathisma imagery from 390 contrasts with sixthcentury architectural decoration from the dome of the Chalke gate, the structure which delineated
the entrance area to the Great Palace of Constantinople (fig. 3a). The Chalke gate was damaged
during the Nika riot in 532. When the dome was reconstructed after the Nika riot, the imperial
pair, Justinian and Theodora, were depicted at the center of the dome over the bodies of defeated
Goth and Vandal kings. The domical structure alluded to the shape of the heavens, and the
imperial couple’s central position in the dome alluded to the Late Antique perception of them as
a sacred pair, “victorious sovereigns at the apex of the taxis (order) of the empire.”51 Members of
the court were also shown celebrating the victory with them. Like the Chalke gate dome
decoration, the top registers of the 513 and 540 diptychs pay heed to the sacred pair; “victorious
sovereigns at the apex of the taxis (order) of the empire.”
The diptychs’ dissemination of the imperial ideology of victorious sovereigns at the apex of
the taxis did not mitigate the prestige of the consuls’ announcements: Clementinus and Justinus
had been appointed “ordinary” consuls by the emperors Anastasius and Justinian, respectively.
The position of consul commenced in the year 509 BC with L. Junius Brutus, and despite the fact
that there were various levels and types of consulships throughout the history of the empire, the
prestige of the “ordinary consulship” was never diminished. 52 Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and
Worp, authors of a study on consulship in Late Antiquity, emphasize the unchanging
significance of the ordinary consulship:
Despite this proliferation of suffect consuls, …, the lustre of the ordinary consulate
remained untarnished. It was the only office the emperor deigned to share with his
subjects, and those openings left free by the imperial family were for the most part filled
by patricians and descendants of consuls.53
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Two ordinary consuls, one from the East and one from the West, were so prestigious that they
gave their names to the year. Previous consuls’ names were listed inside the diptychs.
The essential task of the consul in Late Antiquity was arranging or paying for the races
and games in the hippodromes and amphitheaters.54 The great cost of these undertakings
assumed by the consuls appears to have been worth it to them - they gained prestige, a year in
their name, and the loyalty and good will of the people. Perhaps they recognized too that their
fancy ivory diptychs would ensure their prominence for posterity to see. The handling of the
games, however, was different between the East and the West. Consuls in the West were
frequently landowners who used their private resources “to maintain their prestige in the
traditional way as patrons and providers of public entertainments.”55 In the East the emperor
assumed the entire burden or the bulk of the cost of the games, even if a non-imperial consul was
in office. Procopius recounts the cost of games once being 2000 pounds of gold during a private
citizen’s tenure as consul, but adds that the emperor actually paid for most of it.56 The eastern
emperor’s largesse did not have an altruistic motive: the emperor was eliminating competition.
He wanted full credit in the eyes of the people. Bagnall concludes: “…it was not prudent for a
private citizen, however rich, to make the same sort of bid for popular favor in Constantinople as
was customary in Rome. No eastern emperor would tolerate that sort of competition, least of all
the insecure Justinian.”57 Instead, consuls in the East were expected to contribute money toward
public service funds, like aqueduct construction and maintenance.58 Nonetheless, the title of
consul still carried prestige and guaranteed a year named in one’s honor.
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The newly appointed consul received an imperial codicil from the emperor which stated
his new position, a personal letter from the emperor possibly written on a strip of papyrus. No
evidence suggests that the codicils issued from the emperor were inscribed on precious
material.59 The codicils had official status, but the ivory diptychs that the consuls commissioned
in turn were not official – they were private commissions. 60 The diptych functioned as an
expensive announcement, created from a repository of fairly standard imagery, which was given
to the consul’s friends and colleagues. Sometimes consuls issued series of diptychs. For
example, there are seven extant consular diptychs which can be attributed to the eastern consul
Areobindus from the year 506.61 The count of seven may represent a small percentage of the
diptychs which Areobindus and other consuls actually commissioned.62
There is nothing in the record which states exactly how the consular diptych tradition
commenced, but the Calendar of 354 presents consular portraits, images which display the
special dress and poses the consuls assumed.63 In the late fourth century the gift-giving tradition
seems to have commenced and diptychs depicting consuls in their special dress came into
circulation.64 Diptychs from Rome begin earlier than those from Constantinople; the earliest
ivory consular diptych which can be safely dated is one attributed to the western consul Probus
in the year 406. 65 Scholars have assumed that the tradition commenced in the West, but
Cameron believes this view needs to be corrected for two reasons: the term “diptych” is Greek
in origin, and the eastern emperor Theodosius I issued a law in July of 384 which clearly stated
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that only “ordinary consuls” could give the gift of an ivory diptych in the East.66 Possibly, as a
result of this law, there are more diptychs from Rome which are non-consular. For example, the
c. 395 diptych which depicts the general Stilicho, his wife Serena, and their young son Eucherius
is not a consular diptych. It commemorates the son’s promotion to the post of tribune and
notary, positions less prestigious than a consulship.67 Ivory workshops in Constantinople
specialized in diptychs, and during the fourth to sixth centuries they had access to plenty of
ivory.68 Yet no consular diptychs dating earlier than 500 have been found in Constantinople.
Olovsdotter proposes several reasons for this absence: the recarving of ivory consular panels
into panels with standard Christian imagery, losses occasioned by earthquakes and wars, and the
possibility that they just haven’t been excavated yet.69
In any case, diptychs announced the consul’s new position and referred to his
responsibility for the games in the Hippodrome, but it was the emperor who embodied imperial
victory; his God-given victories were reflected in the charioteers’ victories. The vision of
imperial victory in the obelisk base imagery rests solely with the emperor Theodosius I in 390.
A change occurred – the 532 Chalke gate dome mosaic and the 513 and 540 diptychs present
imperial victory and the taxis of the empire through a sacred pair. The Clementinus Diptych and
Justinus Diptych refer to the ancient Roman tradition of the consulship, but they are also
products of their time - their imagery shaped, reflected, and reinforced cultural parameters in 513
and 540. Having now examined the cultural milieu and background of the diptychs, we can
proceed to analyze their iconography, and the significance of the sixth-century innovations.
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Chapter Two
Reading and Interpreting Diptych Imagery in 513 and 540
2.1 The Diptych of Clementinus (East, 513) and the Diptych of Justinus (East, 540)
Ivory diptychs, although not officially imperial objects, provide the most important
source for the visual conventions related to imperial ideology and the highest office of state; they
are a rich repository of the shared visual and conceptual language which created and
disseminated official information in the fourth to the sixth centuries.70 Section one, below, will
unpack the imagery on the Clementinus Diptych and then compare it to imagery on diptychs
from the East and the West: the Halberstadt Diptych (West, 417?), the Orestes Diptych (West,
530), the Areobindus Diptych (East, 506), and the Anastasius Diptych (East, 517). It will then
consider the Justinus Diptych and compare it to one of Justinian’s diptychs from 521 and the 525
Philoxenus Diptych.
The Clementinus Diptych is approximately 38.4 cm. high and 12.3 cm. wide, and both
panels are in generally good condition. The three horizontal registers in the two panels are
basically identical. The top register includes portraits in medallions of the emperor and empress
separated by a cross. The largest register in the middle depicts the consul seated on his sella
curulis with a mappa in his right hand and a scepter in his left. Beside him stand larger female
personifications of Rome and Constantinople. There is a band with a dentil border with two
lines of inscription, a feature called a tabula ansata, in between the medallions of the imperial
couple and the seated consul. The inscriptions provide the consul’s name and titles: Flavius
Taurus Clementinus Armonius Clementinus, patricius, and consul ordinarius.71 Records indicate
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that Clementinus also served as an imperial finance minister, but no other information about him
is known.72 The bottom register depicts two smaller child-like figures emptying sacks of coins.
The middle register with the seated consul, depicted with the attributes and insignia of his
position, is the largest. The figure of Clementinus is the focus because of his central position, his
intricate costume, and the striking chair he sits upon, but he appears slighter than the female
personifications who stand on either side of him. Rome, on his left, and Constantinople, on his
right, frequently appear together on imperial and consular imagery - Constantinople is the New
Rome. Clementinus’s petite dimensions, noticeable compared to his peers’ dimensions on the
other sixth-century diptychs, allow greater visibility of the personifications. The consul’s name
is inscribed in a star medallion above his head, and garlands link it to the personifications on
either side of him.
Clementinus holds the mappa in his right hand; it rests on his leg. The mappa, the folded
white cloth which the emperor or consul purportedly waved to start the races, evolved from a
first status as a signal, to ultimately, an insignia of the consul.73 It was a badge of imperial
authority.74 Byzantine weights in the shape of the “empress type” also depict the female figure
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with either a scroll or a mappa in her left hand (fig. 5). When an emperor or empress is depicted
with a mappa it signifies imperial status in addition to imperial authority.
The composition of the Orestes Diptych (fig. 6), 34.4 cm. high and 12 cm. wide, closely
resembles the composition of the Clementinus Diptych.75 It also presents the consul with a
resting mappa, and an inscribed disc above his head. Garlands connect the inscribed disc to the
personifications, Rome on the left, and Constantinople on the right. The gestures of the female
personifications mimic those on the Clementinus Diptych, and they display the same objects –
Rome with a fasces and Constantinople with a disc or globular object carved with an A. The
composition of the two diptychs is so similar that Orestes’ broader and longer proportions, more
in sync with the personifications compared to Clementinus, call into focus the awkward
dimensions of Clementinus.
The diptychs’ depictions of consuls were not portraits in the strict sense of the word; they
were representations of a figure who achieved this particular rank and status. The reference to
the money (his or the emperor’s) spent on the games may have been more important to
Clementinus than his image’s dimensions. Little chubby figures not only carry sacks of coins,
they also stand on a platform of coins in the bottom register. Additionally, the consul’s titles and
the insignia of his rank may have spoken loudly enough. Big or small, Clementinus was the
consul, and the year was named after him. His size, however, is notable because the 513 ivory
panel is 4 cm longer than the Orestes Diptych. Did the artisan misperceive the space in 513? Is
there another interpretation? When the sella curulis, the consul’s seat, is discussed below,
another possibility will be explored.
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A seated consul could also be depicted with a raised mappa. The consuls Areobindus
(506) and Anastasius (517) appear with their right arms raised in their diptych series (fig. 7, 8).
Their raised arms bend at their elbows and their hands, clutching the mappae, are at shoulder
height. The raised right arm disrupts the static pose of the consul. The Halberstadt Diptych
(circa 417) (fig. 9) also presents the consul gripping the mappa in his raised right arm in the
central register of the right side of the diptych; however, he is now standing. The left side
presents him as a patricius.76 The figure of the consul (and patricius) stands on a ledge in a
slight contrapposto stance; his foot even dips down over the ledge. He stands in front of a plain
background and appears stern, strong, and dominant. His face is more mature than the youthful
face of Orestes and the small face of Clementinus. The Halberstadt Diptych is western, and
consular representations on western diptychs tended to be more veristic and naturalistic
compared to eastern diptychs. The lictors on either side of the standing consul turn toward him
slightly; they appear human whereas the personifications on the Clementinus Diptych resemble
statues with their frontal gaze and rigid posture. The lictors’ plain togas and empty hands
emphasize the consul’s costume and his insignia on the Halberstadt Diptych.
The consul holds another significant attribute: a scepter. The consul in the Halberstadt
Diptych carries a long scepter which is capped by an orb with a platform on it. The platform acts
as a base for two little busts of emperors. One bust appears to be a little larger – the senior
western emperor Honorius exceeds his eastern counterpart, Theodosius II.77 The scepter
Clementinus holds presents one figure who appears to emerge between two opened leaves.
Although challenging to decipher, the small figure is really a miniscule bust of a togatus who
holds a mappa in his right hand and a scepter in his left. Areobindus’s scepter is thin and short,
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but it is more complex than the one Clementinus holds. It is crowned by several motifs: a
Corinthian capital, a wreath enclosing an eagle, and then a platform with a little figurine in a
short tunic standing in the contrapposto pose (fig. 10). The little figurine holds a scepter too; his
scepter is topped by what may be an orb. The figure of the consul Anastasius clutches a shorter
scepter, and it is capped by an orb, a Corinthian capital, and an eagle whose spread wings hold
aloft an imago clipeata of a togatus.
The repository of scepter imagery consisted of various expressions, but the repetition of
scepters makes a clear statement: the scepter is actually the “emblem” of the emperor, not the
consul, and it refers to imperial power. Olovsdotter clarifies, “All emperors’ busts crowning the
consular scepters are togate, which must mean that they represent the sovereign(s) in the capacity
of consul (and/or perpetual triumphator).”78 The scepters the consuls clutch, which are capped
with miniature representations of emperors holding miniature scepters, are tributes to the
emperor and they reinforce the visual vocabulary of imperial power and the order of the empire.
As a consul, Clementinus is powerful, but he has not forgotten who ranks above him in the
hierarchy – the Emperor Anastasius. He pays homage to the emperor’s power not only in the top
register but also with the scepter that he, the depicted consul, carries. Consular iconography is
effective: it announces the consul’s prestigious position while honoring the emperor, the one
who bestowed the prestige upon the consul.79 The mappa and the scepter were “ceremonial
counterparts.”80 The mappa, particularly in the raised right arm, refers to the tradition of the
emperor or consul waving the cloth to start the games, and the scepter signifies the emperor’s
power over the state.
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In addition to the ceremonial counterparts of the mappa and the scepter, consular
diptychs present the consul with another essential feature of his rank: the vestis triumphalis, or
trabea, the triumphal toga costume.81 Clementinus’s trabea consists of a pattern of stars within
roundels and squares. The stars were an ancient pattern.82 Despite his petite stature,
Clementinus would have appeared noble and illustrious in his elite costume because his vestis
triumphalis was originally colored and gilded, and these effects would have highlighted the
beautifully carved details and rich pattern.83 The pattern of stars within roundels and squares on
the Anastasius Diptych resembles the pattern on the Clementinus Diptych. Areobindus is also
depicted with stars in roundels and squares on his trabea; however, the front fold of his trabea
has two fairly large and decipherable insets called segmenta. These insets depict a standing
togatus holding a mappa and a bust-tipped scepter (fig. 11). (Once more the emperor is noted as
the more important figure.) The consul’s costume on the Halberstadt Diptych consists of
complex stars within large ovals, rhombs, squares, and two insets; the larger vertical one depicts
a togatus with a mappa and the horizontal one depicts a helmeted male. The intricate patterns on
the trabea demonstrate remarkable artistry and remind modern viewers that consular diptychs
were luxury objects; however, the viewer also notices that, just like the various iterations of
scepters, the trabea’s iconographies essentially draw from the same image bank.
The vestis triumphalis, the triumphal toga costume, also shares an important relationship
with the loros. Sometime in the sixth century the trabea triumphalis of the emperor, consul, and
personifications became conflated with the imperial loros.84 The loros was a richly decorated
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and jeweled sash, and it was an exclusively imperial garment. Justinian is recorded as having
worn the loros when he celebrated his victory over the Vandals.85 The mid-sixth century Maria
Regina at Santa Maria Antiqua, which will be discussed in Chapter Three, also dons the loros.
The Empress Eudokia and her two sons appear in the imperial jewel-studded loros (fig. 12) on a
page in the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus, 867-886.86
The sella curulis, the consul’s seat, is another important feature in the central register of
the Clementinus Diptych which exhibits fine details. The figure of Clementinus sits on an
ornamented slab which runs across the width of the panels. There are more stars within roundels
on the front railing, and there is a dentil border which resembles the one framing the tabula
ansata above it. The repetition of patterns on the busy diptych makes it pleasing and more
legible. The consul sits on a plump cushion; the cushion has more stars and cross hatched
markings. The base of the consul’s sella curulis utilizes impressive lion imagery to emphasize
its special status. Lion protomes in profile clench rings; the protomes rest on curving lion legs.
Carved detail on the lions’ legs actually depicts the animal’s fur! Two carved stools fit neatly,
one on top of the other, within the lion legs. The figure of Clementinus resembles a child who
climbed up the little stools to reach his big seat, a child who could afford substantial panels of
ivory to announce his prestigious position.
The child-like impression that the carved representation of the consul Clementinus makes
raises the issue of whether or not the artisan made an error in judgment or an intentional decision
about the figure’s appearance. The consul’s petite dimensions on his sella curulis and the need
for two stools evoke the figure of the Christ child on Mary’s lap on an ivory plaque dated to the
first half of the sixth century (fig. 13). Christ fits snugly within his mother’s broad frame, just as
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Clementinus does between the personifications. In the early fifth century, the eastern bishop
Proklos addressed Christ as the consul seated on his consular seat Mary in one of his sermons
which defended Mary’s right to the title Theotokos.87 Clementinus was (probably) not equating
himself to Christ on his consular seat Mary; that would have been construed as a challenge to the
emperor. Perhaps Clementinus was indicating his support for the title Theotokos and the dual
nature of Christ? The debate about the nature of Christ was still alive in Constantinople. Or, the
small consul on his consular seat could be a tribute to Christ and Mary’s representatives on earth
- the emperor and empress. Clementinus may have been acknowledging that his appointment
was a manifestation of their imperial authority.
The two stools (or one on the other diptychs) may further support the interpretation that
the consul on his sella curulis is a reference to imperial power. King Solomon’s ivory throne
had a footstool attached to it, and lions stood next to the throne’s arms.88 Isaiah 66, verse one
also refers to a footstool: “Thus says the Lord: the heavens are my throne, the earth, my
footstool.”89 The earth the Christian empire encompassed belonged to the emperor and empress
in 513; they were the liminal figures appointed by God to implement his plans for the Christian
empire. The emperor’s powerful Christ-like identity created Clementinus’s identity as consul; he
allows him to sit upon the sella curulis. The scepters the consuls clutch and the references to the
emperor on the vestis triumphalis also support the idea that the representation of the consul,
while celebrating his elevated position, ultimately reifies the emperor’s power. The empresses’
portraits are a reification of their power too.
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The sella curulis of Orestes repeats the star in roundel pattern and lion imagery on the
base. He only needs one carved stool to reach his seat. Areobindus also rests his feet on one
stool, also placed within carved lion legs. Like Orestes, Areobindus and his sella curulis are in
better proportion to each other compared to Clementinus and his sella curulis. The diptychs of
Areobindus and Anastasius also have small figures called victoriolae on either end of their
consular seats. These small, standing female figures which hold pillows aloft with small images
of the emperor carved into them refer to victory. Olovsdotter clarifies their symbolic
importance: “The consular victoriolae do not refer to military victory other than symbolically,
and then to the victory/victoriousness of the personage whose imago decorates their clipei: the
emperor Anastasius.”90 Like the scepter, the victoriolae are actually emblems of the emperor.
The consul who utilized these special figures may have been related to the emperor, and he may
have used them to proclaim his alignment with the imperial rhetoric of victory.91 Of course, in
513, this imperial rhetoric of victory was already rooted in the Christian God and included the
empress; Anastasius and Ariadne are victorious because they are divinely ordained.
The lower registers of the Clementinus Diptych and the Orestes Diptych both present
rounded, chubby, child-like figures with curly hair in short costumes with sacks on their backs.
Coins pour forth out of the sacks and land on the ground where other objects, plates, bars, and
more coins, are sitting. This register does not depict an actual scene; rather, the objects allude to
the material generosity of the consul or emperor. They speak of an ideal situation of plenty in
the empire. The depiction of plenty may tend toward the ideal, but the pudgy little creatures
amidst the money stand out as more active and therefore lower in hierarchical status compared to
the static and inflexible imagery of the consul, personifications, and imperial pair above it. The
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chubby child-like figures are not human figures either; they have precursors in imperial art. 92
The precursors are the playful little Roman erotes, symbols of plenty, joy and gifts. Again, there
is a reference to an action and the symbolic: the distribution of gifts and money is an action like
bringing down the mappa, and the erotes, while not directly representative of the emperor’s
power over the state, connote the abstract ideals of happiness and plenty.93
Areobindus and Anastasius filled their lower registers with miniature versions of the
entertainment one could find in the Hippodrome and amphitheater. The former chose to depict
bears, lions, bulls, humans, and their interactions in a lively manner as they leap, chase, dodge,
jump, swing, and bite. This activity has an energy which the ornamented arc above it
complements and caps: its curve plays upon the moving figures and then contains them. Above
the ornamented arc smiling viewers look down upon the frenzy. Above this frenzy are the static
depictions of power. The Anastasius Diptych also uses an arc in the lower register of the left
panel to enclose the busy action there, and spectators’ faces peer over the arc to see the exciting
entertainment. The right side does not use an arc; instead, it uses two registers which depict
moving bodies engaged in entertainment and perhaps some kind of Hippodrome ritual with
horses. Again, the mood changes to mask-like rigidity as one moves up the diptych. The ivory
plaque with Mary and Christ on her lap, the consul on his consular seat according to Proclus, has
the same structure: icon-like rigidity which gives way to more expressive body movement in the
lower register. The human Virgin Mary lounges in a pillow after giving birth, an ox cranes its
head, and Salome crouches and extends her withered hand.
The change in tone from the top and central registers to the bottom registers in the
diptychs can also be compared to the obelisk base of Theodosius I. Similarly, Theodosius I’s
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rigidity contrasts with the dancing girls’ fluidity. This is not a coincidence – artisans drew from
a “shared visual and conceptual language” to disseminate messages about hierarchy and imperial
power. Again, the emperor and empress, God’s representatives on earth, are at the top of the
taxis. The rest of society, very human, does not need to be presented in a mask-like fashion;
their status and rank can be denoted through the movement of their bodies.
The Justinus Diptych in Berlin is the latest consular diptych known (fig. 2).94 Justinus,
the nephew of the Emperor Justinian, was granted the consulship in 540 before his uncle
abolished the position in 541. It is a medallion diptych, and its panels measure 33.5 cm by 13
cm. Both panels present central medallions with identical representations of the consul; he wears
the vestis triumphalis, he holds the mappa in his raised right arm, and he clutches a scepter in his
left arm. The scepter is capped with an orb, above which leaves open to display a miniscule bust
of his uncle, the Emperor Justinian. A decorative and symmetrical vegetal motif frames the
central medallions - it spreads above and beneath the enclosed image of the consul. Three pear
shapes, which emerge from a thin stem, hover above and below the central medallions. They
direct the viewer’s attention to the central images, the consul with his insignia.
Single pear shapes on the other end of the stems point to the bottom and top registers.
There are active erotes in the bottom registers; the familiar little people in short tunics empty
sacks of coins among other objects. Justinus recognizes his uncle’s largesse for the population.
Single pears also guide the viewer’s eye directly to the small central medallions in the top
registers which contain images of Christ. Representations of Justinian and Theodora sit on either
side of the portraits of Christ. Both sovereigns, wearing the insignia and costume of their office
and rank, reign in the name of Christ. A tabula ansata rests on top of the band with the three
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medallion portraits. The left panel’s tabula ansata includes two lines of writing which spell out
illustrious family names, and the right panel’s inscription presents the new title. The letters
DOM ET CONS ORD stand for Domesticorum et Consul Ordinarius – Justinus is the ordinary
consul in 540.95
The 540 Justinus Diptych achieves a pleasing balance between ornamentation and
plainness. It is not as literal as the full-figure Clementinus Diptych, but it is not as reserved or
bland as the diptych his Uncle Justinian distributed in 521 (fig. 14), several years before he
became the emperor. Justinian’s 521 diptych has minimal ornamentation; central medallions
delimited by vegetal borders contain inscriptions, two small rosettes with lion’s heads decorate
the upper and lower corners, and thin bands with inscriptions sit quietly above the rosettes. This
diptych contrasts markedly with Clementinus’s figural one. Regarding Justinian’s plain 521
diptych, Kurt Weitzmann states: “This is because it was given to members of the senate, whereas
the more lavish diptychs were presented to high government officials.”96 Eastmond dismisses
the correlation between rank and diptych type: “The evidence suggests, instead, that the various
types were interchangeable: suitable for individuals and institutions, and with no apparent
difference in rank.”97 He claims the diptych type was based on the consul’s personal relationship
with the recipient - the closer the relationship, the less information needed on the panel’s
surface.98 It also seems plausible that the stock in the workshops dictated what was sent; consuls
sent many more diptychs than the ones which survive.
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The Philoxenos Diptych of 525 (fig. 15) is an example of an institutional diptych, not one
delivered to an individual. Both panels consist of three medallions linked by apotropaic knots.99
The central medallions contain inscriptions. One of the inscriptions reads: “I, Philoxenos, taking
the gift of consulship, present this gift to the wise Senate.”100 The top medallions present
Philoxenos dressed in the trabea triumphalis; he holds the mappa and a scepter with an emperor
emerging from it. The bottom medallions present the personifications of Rome and
Constantinople wearing the trabea triumphalis and holding fasces.
Consular diptychs assumed a variety of forms, however, the display of consular power
remained steady. The badges of imperial authority which were bestowed upon the consul; the
trabea triumphalis, mappa, scepter, sella curulis, consistently appear on diptychs. In 513 and
540, however, Clementinus and Justinus disseminated a new vision of imperial power on their
diptychs, one which included the empress.

2.2 Reading the Medallion Portraits of Ariadne and Theodora in 513 and 540
The inclusion of Ariadne and Theodora’s portraits on the 513 and 540 consular diptychs
refers to the intersection of the empress as a type and as an individual who acted in imperial
space in 513 and 540. Initially, this section will consider the imperial female figure in the top
register of the Halberstadt Diptych, as well as representations of the fourth- and fifth-century
women Aelia Flaccilla and Licinia Eudoxia on gold solidi, to trace the iconographical lineage of
Ariadne and Theodora’s portraits. The pyramidal scheme on the top register of the 517
Anastasius Diptych will also be considered. It contains different information than the bi-clipeate
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patterns, and this provides additional insight into the ways in which the ruling authority
(basileia) of sixth-century empresses was construed. This section will conclude with a
discussion of Ariadne and Theodora’s agency.
The upper register of the Halberstadt Diptych repeats itself on both sides of the diptych.
It presents an imperial woman in the top register, but she was not an augusta. Co-rulership and
sacred partnership are not the principle messages denoted by her presence. The female figure
stands behind four seated figures on the dais. Two guards with shields stand on either side of the
seated figures. The seated male figures in the center are emperors; they wear diadems with
central jewels and ornate chlamydes with fibulae, the emperor’s official costume. The female
personifications of Rome and Constantinople sit on either side of the emperors. Rome’s right
breast is exposed, and she holds an orb in her right hand and a lance in her left. She turns toward
the emperor next to her; one can assume this is the western emperor. He is larger than the other
emperor who sits next to the personification of Constantinople, the female figure who wears a
heavy collar with three rows of pearls or gems. The same collar appears frequently in depictions
of eastern empresses. The personification of Constantinople faces frontally, but she rests her
right hand on the emperor’s shoulder - this denotes the eastern emperor. The imperial family
members from the East and West appear unified within their mini architectural fronton.101
The imperial woman who stands behind the two emperors wears a jeweled collar like the
personification of Constantinople. The top of the panel has been cut, and a sliver of her head has
been eliminated, but scholars do not believe she wore a crown or diadem. There is no evidence
of perpendoulia, long strands of pearls, hanging down the side of her face. Normally, an eastern
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empress is represented with perpendoulia hanging down from the crown.102 For example,
perpendoulia are visible in the images of Ariadne and Theodora on the diptychs of 513 and 540.
The obverse of a gold solidus from Ravenna dated to 430-445 presents the Empress Licinia
Eudoxia, Theodosius II’s daughter, with perpendoulia hanging down from her radiate crown (fig.
16). Her radiate crown also conspicuously displays a large cross in the center. Theodosius I’s
wife, Aelia Flaccilla, is depicted in a profile portrait on a gold solidus from 383-387 with an
elaborate headdress and strands of pearls streaming down her neck (fig. 17).
Aelia Flaccilla also wears the male military cloak, the paludamentum with fibula, on her
gold solidus. She was awarded this costume sometime around 383-387 by her husband
Theodosius I. This reflected a change in the status of the empress - she was visually assimilated
with the emperor, and this new aspect of her identity was distributed through coinage.103 Licinia
Eudoxia also wears the paludamentum with imperial fibula on her coins. Ariadne and Theodora
do not wear the paludamentum with fibula on the diptychs, but their perpendoulia distinguish
them as augustae. The imperial figure on the Halberstadt Diptych does not wear paludamentum
with fibula nor does she display perpendoulia; she is not an augusta.
There is disagreement about her identity. Cameron believes she is Pulcheria before her
brother Theodosius II declared her an augusta in 414, but most scholars agree that she represents
Galla Placidia.104 The imperial princess Galla Placidia married the western consul Constantius in
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January of 417 due to pressure from her half-brother Honorius. 105 Sozomen explains: “After
Constantius, who was a brave and able general, had conquered the tyrant Constantine, the
emperor rewarded him by giving him his sister in marriage, and admitting him a share in the
government.”106 Galla’s appearance among the imperial crew does not proclaim her stake in
imperial victory; it proclaims the imperial investment in her ability to facilitate peace and
continuity through an arranged marriage. She is a figure in the shadows but the link between her
male relatives, Honorius and Theodosius II. Later, however, Galla Placidia emerged from the
shadows. She was elevated to the rank of Augusta in 421 and became quite vocal and visible in
imperial politics. In contrast to Galla’s background position on the Halberstadt Diptych,
Ariadne and Theodora’s portraits alongside their spouses enunciate the sixth-century discourse
that it was the sacred pair who was at the apex of the taxis.
The top registers of the Clementinus Diptych and Justinus Diptych also refer to the fact
that Ariadne and Theodora were alive when the diptychs were presented as gifts in 513 and 540.
Scholars believe Ariadne was dead when the consul Anastasius (the emperor’s nephew)
commissioned a series of diptychs to announce his consulship in 517. Even though the precise
date of her death in unknown, she is believed to have died in 515.107 Anastasius’s top register
presents a pyramidal composition of three portraits in medallions along with two winged
creatures; this pyramid rests above the consul seated in an architectural frame. All of his
diptychs, a series like those of Areobindus, present the emperor at the apex of the pyramid; on
the diptych in the Bibliothèque nationale de France collection, he wears a diadem and a chlamys
fastened by a fibula. The empress, beneath the emperor to the right, also wears a diadem with
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perpendoulia and a jewelry collar composed of two rows of pearls. Her face resembles the
emperor’s - these were not portraits. The male bust beneath the emperor to the left wears the
vestis triumphalis; he is the consul. Ariadne’s portrait may have been on a different level than
her husband’s because she had been separated from him by death, unlike in 513.
The pyramidal scheme on Anastasius’s 517 diptych presents another practical message:
the emperor is at the top of the “wordly” pecking order. Olovsdotter explains:
Whereas the bi-clipeate composition is visibly centered around the idea of Christian
rulership (the emperor and empress ruling jointly in the sign of Christ), the pyramidal
scheme represents the idea of rulership as a ‘worldly’ concept concerned with official
dignities and hierarchies.108
The winged creatures who hold the emperor’s image aloft with a garland emphasize his position
at the pinnacle of the official hierarchy. They may also be construed as erotes which could refer
to his material largesse for his subjects.109 Although lacking Christian symbolism, the pyramidal
design does not imply a rupture from the Christianization of the space of the Hippodrome or a
detour from the idea of imperial victory in the name of Christ - the Hippodrome had been
thoroughly Christianized well before then. Socrates of Constantinople recalls the time
Theodosius II (r. 408-450) transformed the Hippodrome into a church and the spectators into a
vast hymn-singing congregation seeking protection during a heavy snow storm.110 By 517 the
state religion had penetrated the rituals at the Hippodrome even more thoroughly, and
Constantinople was headed toward greater imperial investment in the state religion with
Justinian. The pyramidal scheme affirms Ariadne’s status as deceased and the emperor’s status
at the pinnacle of the ceremonial hierarchy.
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Two of the most famous images of joint Christian rulership explicate the reality of the
emperor’s superior position in the taxis: the mosaics with Justinian and Theodora at San Vitale
in Ravenna (fig. 18a, 18b). The mosaic program presents Christ in the center of the apse conch.
Beneath this central mosaic, two panels in the lower register of the apse present Justinian and
Theodora offering gifts. Justinian stands with the Archbishop Maximian and other court officials
and clergy. Theodora, perpendoulia streaming down, stands with eunuchs and the ladies of her
court, the members of her sekreton ton gynaikon. Jas Elsner presents the view that the mosaic
panels depict a ritual called First Entrance:
The Theodora and Justinian panels at Ravenna depict different temporal and spatial
events in the ceremony. Justinian is following Maximian, his archbishop, in single
procession down the nave, while Theodora is entering one of the doors of the church
from the atrium (outside), the location indicated by the fountain. The two panels are not
equal. Theodora is outside moving in, Justinian is inside moving up the nave. 111
Justinian entered first because he is highest in the worldly, ceremonial, and official
hierarchy, and Theodora followed him. This does not negate Theodora’s role as divinely
ordained Christian ruler with the emperor (this paper will return to the mosaics when it broaches
that concept), but Elsner’s interpretation of the “unequal” panels elucidates the officially correct
view of the social order on earth. McClanan describes the sekreton ton gynaikon: “The empress’
court was not a shadow of a male institution, but possessed a distinct identity, representation, and
ceremonial functions.”112 It was not a shadowy space at all; it was a place of great power, but
the reality is that the emperor exceeded the empress in the larger world of official dignities and
hierarchies. The pyramidal scheme on the Anastasius Diptych refers to the emperor’s walking in
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first and the empress following. The bi-clipeate patterns raise the issue of co-rulership as a
sacred pair, but one can still presuppose that the emperor officially ranked higher.113
Anastasius may have officially ranked higher than Ariadne, but his superior rank was
predicated upon her imperial blood and her selection of him as Zeno’s successor in 491.
Anastasius was an older man and fairly insignificant when he was crowned and they married in
491. It was highly unlikely that Ariadne and Anastasius were going to produce an heir.
Ariadne’s childbearing capacity was significant earlier in her reign with her first husband Zeno;
her son Leo II had been proclaimed Augustus in the Hippodrome in 474.114 When she appears
on the 513 diptych, she had already lost her son Leo II, and her function as bearer of imperial
fruit had run its course.115 Ariadne’s portrait on the Clementinus Diptych, despite Anastasius’s
higher rank, recalls her public role in his accession in the Hippodrome, and it delivers the
straightforward political message that she legitimizes his power. Theodora’s portrait on the 540
Justinus Diptych did not legitimize Justinian’s reign; she was born to circus performers. She did
not give birth to an imperial heir with her husband either. (Theodora had given birth to a
daughter before her marriage to Justinian).116
Ariadne and Theodora’s portraits alongside their husbands’ and their childless imperial
partnerships raise an interesting contrast to the first Theodosian empress, Aelia Flaccilla. Holum
concludes that Aelia Flaccilla’s appearance on coins in 382-387 as an augusta in the
paludamentum with fibula was due to her ability to continue the dynasty:
Most important, chronological proximity to the elevation of Arcadius indicates that
Theodosius made Flaccilla an Augusta to draw attention to her childbearing, the
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implications of which became abundantly clear in the figure of her son. For Theodosius
and his friends, the great men of the comitatus who depended upon continuation of the
dynasty, the woman’s function paralleled in importance the magisterial function of her
consort and might be thought to merit the same distinction.117
Aelia Flaccilla’s granddaughter, Pulcheria, rejected marriage and the imperial
childbearing responsibility. Instead, she committed to a life of virginity and never bore any
children. She shifted the paradigm of how the function of a woman could parallel the magisterial
function of the emperor.118 Pulcheria attained and manifested her female basileia, her imperial
dominion, through her piety and other means in the fifth century. Ariadne and Theodora did not
achieve their female basileia through a commitment to virginity or the production of heirs. They
did, however, take the strides that past empresses had made through their lifestyle choices to
enact their own renditions of female basileia.
Ariadne and Theodora’s renditions of female basileia included participation in practical
and political co-rulership matters. McClanan’s suggestion that the top registers present the
empresses as co-rulers, not just consorts, refers to the empresses’ political voices and authority in
Constantinople.119 The term “co-ruler” is complicated - the empress did not acquire magisterial
powers. She could not issue laws, but this does not mean that the empress lacked influence or
power regarding laws or political decisions. For example, the sixth-century writer John Lydos
recounts Ariadne and Anastasius’s debate over the best candidate for a magistrate appointment;
Ariadne considered the implications of the assignment and vociferously championed one
candidate in particular. 120 Although there are limited anecdotes which demonstrate the political
power Ariadne wielded, two striking ivory panels which depict an empress from Late Antiquity
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as a co-ruler have been named the Ariadne Ivories (figs. 19a, 19b).121 Many art historians
believe that they depict Ariadne for stylistic and compositional reasons, as well as the female
figure’s resemblance to the image of Ariadne on the consular diptychs.122
The Ariadne Ivories, now in Florence and Vienna, depict a commanding empress with all
the attributes of imperial power. The empress in the Florentine panel stands under an imperial
canopy with eagles in full augusta regalia; her diadem, perpendoulia, and jeweled collar frame
her impenetrable and mask-like visage. She wears a pearl-bordered cloak which legibly displays
a segmentum with an emperor holding a scepter and a mappa. Additionally, she holds a scepter
capped with an orb. Interestingly, Ariadne’s mother, Verina (r. 457-484), was the first Christian
empress to be depicted carrying the official scepter when she appeared with it on her husband
Leo I’s coinage.123 The standing Florentine empress also carries a globus cruciger, a large orb
surmounted by a cross which was a symbol of Christian rule over the world.124 According to
Diliana Angelova, these “imperial tokens” played an active role in transforming the empress into
a co-emperor because they “imparted to her authority over the imperium and imperial victory,
essentially making her a co-emperor.”125
The standing empress one sees in the sixth-century Florentine panel, whether it is
Aridane or a different empress, contrasts with a late fourth-century marble statuette of a standing
empress, probably Aelia Flaccilla (fig. 20). The dignified empress in marble wears a simpler
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diadem. Her costume is not adorned with pearls, and it does not include a segmentum with an
emperor. She holds a diptych in her left hand, but not a scepter or a globus cruciger. She
appears dignified, composed, and stately, but she is not as commanding as the female figure who
stands, frozen in the canopy, displaying her badges of imperial power.
The Ariadne Ivory in Vienna depicts an enthroned empress in a similar architectural
setting. She too dons full augusta regalia - diadem, perpendoulia, jeweled collar, and a pearlbordered cloak. Her segmentum’s figure is less legible, but it presents an emperor with scepter
and mappa too. She stares out solemnly from her lyre-backed throne and holds a globus
cruciger in her left hand. Her right palm is opened in the act of sparsio, the distribution of coins.
Delbrueck and some later scholars have suggested that these ivories were originally panels in
five-part imperial diptychs.126 They would have been complimented by panels which depicted
the emperor loaded down with symbolic regalia too.127 Together, the emperor and empress
would have regaled the viewer with their imperial power and left no uncertainty about their
message: “by the sixth century the imperium was conceived as a partnership of a male and
female sovereign.”128
Theodora’s partnership with Justinian and her voice and influence in the political world
of sixth-century Constantinople are better documented than Ariadne’s partnership with
Anastasius. (This does not necessarily mean that Theodora wielded more power; there are more
extant representations of Ariadne, and Theodora never appeared on coinage.)129 Theodora had
been a stage performer and possibly engaged in acts of prostitution, acts which frequently went
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along with the job of a performer.130 When she became empress in 527, she exhibited concern
for women and children, particularly prostitutes. For example, she tackled the problem of pimps
buying children from impoverished parents and forcing them into prostitution. She had the
pimps and their victims arrested and forced the pimps to reveal how much money they had paid
for the children. She repaid the pimps for each child, and the children were released with fresh
clothing. Theodora delivered a stern warning to the pimps: cease operating in this capacity.131
She has also been credited with affecting the course of laws in the empire. Her name is
connected with laws which protected female performers: one issued in 534 gave a woman the
right to say no to appearing on stage, and a second one issued in 537 denied anyone the ability to
force a woman to sign a contract to perform on stage.132 Theodora’s efforts to ameliorate the
vulnerable conditions of women and children, prostitutes and performers, reflect her decision to
treat these issues as social problems and not moral problems - social issues which required laws
to improve them. Specific laws in the Justinian Code - the important legal code her husband
assembled - may not have been officially attributed to her, but Theodora’s actions on behalf of
the vulnerable constituents of society became part of the imperial policy. 133
The Nika riots of 532 are also strong evidence of Theodora’s status as powerful influence
on her husband and respected imperial decision maker. Procopius attributes a famous speech to
her during this rebellion: “For me the old saying is best, that power is a splendid shroud.”134 She
apparently changed the course of the events and saved the emperor from self-destruction. The
debacle began in the Hippodrome on January 3, 532 when some Greens petitioned the emperor
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to fire a certain official. The Greens believed Justinian ignored their request, and they
questioned his orthodoxy. Several days later an executioner botched his job of hanging a Green
member and a Blue member – both factions were enraged. Justinian and his legitimacy were
seriously challenged, but on January 13 he allowed the races to go on as planned.135 After the
races, to chants of “Ni-ka” (victory), the Blues and Greens damaged the city terribly with fires,
including the Church of Hagia Sophia and the Chalke gate. The situation quickly escalated.
Justinian sent troops to fight the rioters, and more destruction ensued.
On January 18, Justinian faced the crowd in the Hippodrome. He told the people that he
had forgiven them, but plans were already underway to support Hypatius for emperor.
Apparently, Justinian, desperate at this point, had his ships provisioned and was ready to set sail
to avoid his dethronement or murder by the angry crowds. Then Theodora stepped in and
delivered her speech: “I shall never be separated from this purple, nor shall I live for a single
day, if those who encounter me do not call me mistress.”136 A ruse was planned: the people
were led to believe that Justinian had fled. Hypatius faced the riled throng in the Hippodrome to
be acclaimed as the new leader (maybe he was part of the ruse?), and then chaos commenced.
Different acclamations flew in all directions and imperial troops instructed to kill, killed. The
“official version” claims all were killed, including Hypatius and other officials.137 There was an
imperial shake-up, and Justinian and Theodora rebuilt the city. Their ship never set sail because
Theodora would not be separated from her purple. The story of these events, including
Theodora’s famous speech, left an indelible mark on the city.
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The Chalke gate and Hagia Sophia, a space of central importance in Constantinople’s
Christian and imperial topography, were destroyed during the Nika riot and had to be
reconstructed. The space which linked the palace to Hagia Sophia was made anew (fig. 3a).
Justinian took the opportunity to transform the imperial and religious buildings into
Constantinople’s new ceremonial center. 138 The Hippodrome did not lose its importance –
rather, it shared some of its importance. Theodora’s role in the reconstruction of Hagia Sophia is
unclear. Procopius does not list Hagia Sophia as a joint project; just as Justinian did not want to
share power with the consul, he did not want competition with imperial building projects. 139
According to James Allan Evans, there were, however, visible traces of the empress in the
church: “Theodora’s monogram appears on their (the column) capitals, which indicates that she
claimed a share of the glory.” Images of Theodora, clasping hands with Mary and Jesus,
appeared on the altar cloths in the church too.140 After Hagia Sophia was severely damaged from
an earthquake in 557, Paul the Silentarius wrote a poem to commemorate its restoration in 562.
Theodora had already died, but the poet recalled her pious character: “she who is blessed, all
excellent, lovely and all wise, to intercede with God on your behalf, she who was your pious
collaborator when she was alive.”141 She was present as a “collaborator” in Hagia Sophia.
Representations of Theodora in prominent and symbolic physical spaces like Hagia
Sophia and the Chalke gate created and disseminated the same propaganda as the bi-clipeate
patterns on the Clementinus Diptych and the Justinus Diptych: “by the sixth century the
imperium was conceived as a sacred partnership of a male and female sovereign.”142 The
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diptychs and the imagery people encountered at Hagia Sophia and the Chalke gate also
reinforced the abstract concept that the sovereigns, who ruled jointly in the name of Christ, had a
special and liminal status which other mortals did not enjoy. They were not gods, but they were
superior to other humans because God relayed his will through them – they were special
intermediaries. Saints and their relics were also special intermediaries between heaven and earth
- the saints could take Christians’ prayers to God. Christians venerated relics because they
desired the saints’ intercession, and lucky (or rich) Christians were buried near saints because
proximity to them in death hastened the trip to heaven. The emperor and empress did not take
prayers to God; instead, God manifested himself through them. Constantine was convinced that
the supreme divinity relayed his plans for the empire through him, and after Constantine’s reign,
it was only the Christian God who revealed himself and his will through the specially chosen
sovereigns. Lenski explains:
Pagans may have interpreted the supreme divinity as Jupiter, but as time moved forward,
there was greater clarity – it was the Christian God who was manifesting himself and his
will through the sovereigns. The emperor’s success, victory, was a gift granted “by the
omnipotent God, who sits upon his watchtower in heaven.”143
Belief in the imperial pair’s liminality and abstract relationship with God maintained the
taxis of the empire, and it required propaganda to sustain the population’s faith and adherence to
it. The diptychs disseminated that propaganda, but the mosaics in Ravenna explicated the
concept vividly. The panels with Justinian and Theodora are in the sacred apse beneath the
mosaic of Christ sitting on the globe. Christ rules over the universe. Justinian and Theodora, his
representatives in earth, walk toward him with gifts. They mimic Christ’s action as he hands
gifts out as well. According to Elsner, the pyramidal scheme effectively announces Justinian and
Theodora’s unique “liminal” position in the empire:
143
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They are the supreme secular liminal figures; …. The architecture is visually enacting
the status of the emperor as mediator as well as enhancing the incomparable importance
of this role by placing the image of the imperial court within the sanctuary. The haloes,
…., and the court’s sumptuous jewelry, which is matched only by the gems of the sacred
objects, … - all this again serves to emphasize the special, the exalted and hence the
liminal, quality of the two emperors who stand in the here and now as a link between this
world (the temporal) and the world to come (the eternal).144
Although Theodora would not actually have been permitted into the apse of the church, the
mosaics are a visual exegesis of the abstract and symbolic relationship the imperial pair have
with God – as liminal figures, they link heaven and earth.145 The diptychs with the imperial
portraits and Christian symbolism announce the imperial pairs’ liminality in an abbreviated form.
Liminal figures were also depicted on religious icons which imitated the composition of
consular diptychs. The sixth-century Icon of Saint Peter from Saint Catherine’s monastery in
Egypt depicts the supreme (ecclesiastical) liminal figure Peter (fig. 21) as if he were a consul. Its
composition resembles the composition of the diptychs: the large central figure of Peter holds
keys and a cross, his official insignia, in the center of the icon. A small central medallion above
Peter contains an image of Christ - Christ, as the ruler of the cosmos, has handed the keys of his
earthly church to Peter to be its keeper. Small medallions with Mary and Saint Menas are on
either side of Christ. The similarity between the icon and diptychs’ composition highlights two
points: first, as liminal figures, the sovereigns and Peter are imbued with their power due to a
privileged relationship with Christ, and second, a shared visual and conceptual vocabulary
traveled among diptychs, religious icons, and mosaics.
Peter’s insignia, the keys, implies his role in the institutional hierarchy of the Church, just
like a consul’s insignia symbolizes his role in the imperial hierarchy. In Constantinople, the
institution of the church affirmed the abstract concept that the imperial pair ruled in the name of
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Christ. Justinian received his crown from the Patriarch Epiphanius in the Delphax, and three
days later Theodora received hers. The patriarch prayed over her, and then she was dressed in
the purple imperial robe. The patriarch prayed over her crown, and then handed it to Justinian.
Justinian placed it on her head.146 The ecclesiastical and ceremonial merge in the imperial
coronation ritual to affirm rulership in the name of Christ. The patriarch is an integral part of the
process because he seals the pact that the imperial couple reign in the name of Christ and
Christianity, the state religion. That contractual message is inscribed in the top registers of the
Clementinus Diptych and the Justinus Diptych through the cross and image of Christ.
Olovsdotter’s commentary is apt: “The image of the imperial/royal couple ruling jointly in the
sign of Christ introduces the theme of the new state religion, more precisely the divinely
ordained rulership and the apotheotic status that the sovereigns enjoy through their ‘contract’
with the Christian god.”147
The sovereigns’ abstract contract with God, this invisible transfer of power, imbued them
with sacredness – the imperial basileia was considered sacred. According to Carile: “The real
body of emperors represented in images immortalized to the viewer the presence of the empire as
a sacred institution.” Yet, the diptychs move down the ladder into non-sacred territory too.
Elsner’s explication of the imperial ideology in the mosaics can be applied to the diptychs:
All have their appointed place in the divine and earthly hierarchy. Their correct
occupancy of that place as represented and guaranteed by these mosaics is in itself the
guarantee of a golden age of plenty in which sacred and secular fall into their rightful
balance in the court of Christus Imperator. 148
The sacred and secular fall into their rightful balance on the diptychs too. The chubby erotes
who pour their coins join with the mask-like, icon-like representations of emperors and
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empresses at the top to symbolize and guarantee that all is in its place in Constantinople and
throughout the empire.
Finally, the diptychs map imperial space. For example, the top registers recall the Chalke
gate, the entrance to the imperial palace precinct. There is scholarly consensus that a cross stood
on the top of the Chalke gate to mark it as sacred imperial space, but there was possibly an icon
of Christ on the Chalke gate too.149 (Numismatic imagery had already disseminated an image of
Christ in 450. An artisan carved an image of Christ on a diptych in 540.) The sovereigns resided
within this sacred space denoted by the Christian symbolism – one could read the top registers as
an encapsulation of the sacred precinct and its liminal occupants. Additionally, the Hippodrome
functioned as an extension of the palace, and the sacred pair’s portraits were placed above the
seated consul in the Hippodrome.150 When the recipients of the diptychs gazed at the small
bands, they could imagine this setting too. They could also recall the Christianized ritual of the
emperor (and empress) greeting the crowd with the sign of the cross. It was appropriate for
consular diptychs to shed their secular and masculine character and to disseminate the imperial
partnership message in 513 and 540: a consular diptych was a metonymy in ivory for the taxis
and spaces of the Christian empire – liminal imperial couple at the top rung in their sacred
precinct, consul beneath them, and then the crowd and performers. And for the general public
who did not receive ivory diptychs as gifts, they witnessed and participated in the live version of
the metonymy.
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Ariadne was the first empress to be represented on consular diptychs. Until proven
otherwise, she is also cogently depicted as a “co-emperor” with the scepter and globus cruciger
on the Ariadne Panels. Her mother, Verina, was the first empress to be shown carrying the
scepter on coins - images of Ariadne built upon this iconography. Theodora’s images in the
reconstructed Chalke gate, Hagia Sophia, the Ravenna mosaics, and the Justinus Diptych present
her as a co-emperor too. After one considers her imperial career during the 530s and visual
imagery related to her, Cameron’s claim that the words “Christian Emperor” simultaneously
meant the emperor and empress is credible. Theodora elevated herself from performer to
empress, and she manifested her agency as an empress courageously, particularly on behalf of
the little people in the empire. She did, however, benefit significantly from the female basileia
earlier empresses had established. Ariadne and Theodora were shaped by previous empresses’
participation in the imperium, and their actions further shaped the role of the empress.
The concept of Christian victory had been part of the games and the space of the
Hippodrome in Constantinople since its inception in the fourth century, but it took until 513 and
540 for Christian symbolism to penetrate the sphere of the consular diptych, a stubborn holdover
from Roman times. With Christian symbolism came the empresses’ portraits. The Christian
symbolism and the medallion portraits mark a “point of change” in the consular diptych
tradition, but these innovations do not define the exact moment when the “imperium partnership”
message was formed. Instead, the top registers are vectors: they are replete with sixth-century
meaning as well as traces of female basileia from the past. Ariadne and Theodora’s portraits
point back to the women who trod the path of empress before them. Chapter Three will consider
how the novel diptych imagery is rooted in the imperial precursors Helena, Pulcheria, and
Verina, and the burgeoning prominence of the Theotokos in Constantinople and Rome.
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Chapter 3
Traces of Helena, Pulcheria, Verina, and the Theotokos in the Medallion Portraits of
Ariadne and Theodora
3.1 The Legacy of Helena
The aim of Chapter Three is to demonstrate that the bi-clipeate imagery on the diptychs is
rooted, to some degree, in certain actions and imagery associated with Helena, Pulcheria, Verina,
and the Theotokos. Piety equaled power for empresses. The acquisition of relics, pieces of
saints’ bodies or objects which the saints or Christ had touched, and the construction of shrines
to house them, were platforms to demonstrate piety and to reinforce the conviction that the
imperial family was specially favored by God. Sozomen states: “It seems as if God openly
manifested his favor towards the emperor, not only by causing all wars and seditions to cease,
but also by permitting the discovery of the remains of many persons who had rendered
themselves celebrated by their piety.”151 Relics played an essential role in the gradual formation
of the “imperium partnership” concept; female basileia became more fully entrenched with
Christian victory through relics.
Constantine’s mother Helena purportedly discovered the True Cross during her
pilgrimage to the Holy Land in 326. Pulcheria is given credit for receiving the relics of the
protomartyr St. Stephen and building a shrine to house them. Pulcheria and/or Verina are given
credit for bringing the Virgin Mary’s relics to Constantinople and building Marian shrines: the
chapel of the Blachernai housed her veil or robe, and the Chalkoprateia housed her girdle.152
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Chapter Three will use visual evidence to explore how the diptychs pay homage, on some level,
to the accomplishments and imagery of these imperial precursors.
The story of Christian empresses begins with Helena, the mother of Constantine. The
Ada Cameo, dated to 318–323, was originally a luxury item, perhaps a gift for an imperial family
member. It was placed in the center of an ornate medieval manuscript cover during the
fourteenth century (fig. 22). The gem presents a concise message of dynastic continuity. There
is a parapet ornamented with proud imperial eagles, and behind this structure, the busts of the
imperial family emerge. From the viewer’s left to the viewer’s right, the line-up is Helena, her
son Constantine, his son Constantius II, Constantine’s wife Fausta, and another son, Constantine
II.153 The Ada Cameo may have been a private gift, but it bespeaks the public message
Constantine steadily disseminated when he became the sole ruler of the empire in 324. After he
crushed Licinius at Chrysopolis, he wanted to identify his family with the reunified empire. He
conferred the title of caesar on his sons and augusta on his wife and mother. J.W. Drijvers
explains: “Constantine presented his family to his subjects as a harmonious entity which
symbolized and guaranteed the unity and concord of the empire. The welfare of the state was
presented as a reflection of the well-being and happiness of the Constantinian family.”154
The Ada Cameo’s depiction of the harmonious family was problematic - Crispus,
Constantine’s oldest son, was not the fruit of Fausta’s womb, and he was not included in the
family portrait. Greater problems plagued the family: Fausta claimed Crispus was planning to
assassinate Constantine in 326, and Constantine had him executed. Helena then coaxed
Constantine to kill Fausta; she loved her eldest grandson. Zosimus, a sixth- century writer, offers
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another salacious scenario: Crispus and Fausta were lovers and that was intolerable to
Constantine. Zosimus pithily summarizes the executions in the harmonious family: “Constantine
corrected one evil by committing an even greater evil.”155 Helena and Fausta had both received
the title of augusta in the autumn of 324; with Fausta’s death in 326, Helena became the sole
augusta in the empire. 156
The Ada Cameo presents Constantine’s family frontally, but Helena herself appears in
profile as an idealized augusta with a diadem on the obverse of a coin (fig. 23). Her diadem is
not ornate like the diadems and perpendoulia of Aelia Flaccilla, Licinia Eudoxia, Ariadne, and
Theodora. She does not wear the paludamentum with fibula either - Aelia Flaccilla was the first
to do that in 383. The coin’s reverse depicts a female figure encircled by an inscription which
translates to “security of the republic.” The Romans had previously disseminated the ideology
that imperial women were integral to the security and stability of the Roman state. Helena’s
idealized image on the obverse and the inscription on the reverse suggest that she will continue
the Roman tradition of the empress playing a role in the security and stability of the empire. 157
As the first Christian empress, Helena was visually imbricated with the Christian empire’s wellbeing. Ariadne and Theodora are also tied to state stability and well-being in 513 and 540; the
erotes in the bottom registers represent the plenty that state security permits.
Helena’s legendary fame as the first Christian empress stems in large part from her
famous pilgrimage to the Holy Land. After the brouhaha surrounding the deaths of Crispus and
Fausta in 326, Helena and Fausta’s mother, Eutropia, traveled to the Holy Land. Their journey
together causes E.D. Hunt to believe something truly rotten happened: “Clearly whatever had
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transpired in the court was sufficiently appalling to provoke the (surviving) imperial women into
this combined reaffirmation of an unambiguous piety.”158 Whether it was the need for
atonement, innocent piety, or some combination of these states, Helena made the pilgrimage.
Her venture also doubled as a “public act of state,” one marked by a large retinue and public
displays of imperial munificence.159 She gave generous donations from the imperial treasury to
soldiers along the way. Eusebius grafted Christian generosity on to her travels too – relief for the
poor and oppressed.160 Her Christian beneficence may have also been a strategy to convert more
of the population to the imperial religion or at least to make it more sympathetic to the emperor’s
new religion.161 Helena may have also felt genuine sympathy for people’s suffering, as
Theodora did, but as an empress, her efforts also advocated obedience to her son’s imperial
agenda. Livia, the matriarch of the Julio-Claudian dynasty, had set a strong precedent in the
Roman Empire for the empress’s role in the advancement of the imperial program.162
One of the principle tasks assigned to Helena in the Holy Land by her son, now the sole
emperor, was to check up on his various building projects, particularly the churches he had
already begun to construct. Helena did not initiate the construction of these churches;
Constantine had already begun them to promote Christianity through glorious building
projects.163 Hunt recalls the testimony of the pilgrim from Bordeaux, dated to the year 333, to
confirm two points: Helena was not associated with the rock of Golgotha and the Holy
Sepulchre, the basilica Constantine built for the tomb of Christ in 333; and there was no talk of
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relics from the cross in 333.164 This particular pilgrim: “saw the rock of Golgotha, the Holy
Sepulchre, the new basilica of Constantine – but no lignum crucis.”165
The lignum crucis is the wood of Christ’s cross. Although the wood was not a part of
Christ’s body, he suffered and bled upon it, which made (makes) it a very special contact relic.
As relics, splinters of the wood of the cross were and are believed to be as effective as bones in
their ability to achieve intercession. Helena died some time in 328 or 329, oblivious to the fact
that she was being credited with the discovery of the True Cross. Constantine died in 337, and
the story of the True Cross’s discovery during the excavation of the ground for the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre was off and running in Jerusalem around that time. Cyril of Jerusalem writes
that the cross was discovered when Constantine’s builders excavated the holy site and revealed
Christ’s tomb.166 According to Hunt: “The memory of Helena’s presence and her participation
in her son’s building schemes would ensure that her name would eventually come to be
connected with the appearance of the remains.”167
The maze of information about the True Cross moves between facts and legends, but it is
clear that Helena’s name was grafted on to the discovery of the True Cross after the original
legend had been in place in Jerusalem.168 It is not necessary to recall the various legends which
were repeated, altered, and expanded upon throughout the fourth and fifth centuries. It suffices
to say that when Helena’s name became part and parcel of the discovery of the True Cross, the
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legends spread in an untrammeled manner, and she became revered for her alleged discovery.
As one of God’s special intermediaries on earth, it made sense that Helena, an augusta, was
rewarded with the revelation of the location of the True Cross.
Ambrose was the first source to tell the tale in its entirety in his funeral oration for
Theodosius I in February of 395.169 Helena travels to Jerusalem to search for the True Cross,
and the Holy Spirit inspires her to go to Golgotha. She challenges Satan for hiding the cross and
promises she will behave like Mary and conquer Satan again when she discovers the cross. The
ground is excavated and three crosses emerge. The True Cross is in the middle, and the titulus
which had been attached to it by Pontius Pilate confirms it is Christ’s cross. Helena reaches out
and touches this sacred wood. The Holy Spirit is transferred to her with this contact. Helena is
not satisfied with just finding and identifying the cross. She then searches for the nails which
punctured Christ’s body and held him up for all to see his suffering and death. She finds them.
Helena adds two nails to imperial objects: one nail gets placed in Constantine’s bridle and the
other nail gets inserted into his diadem. These imperial objects, now sanctified with the nails of
Christ, are inherited by Constantine’s successors.170
Drijvers elucidates what Ambrose did for Helena’s legacy:
Although it was Constantine who left a Christian empire to his successors, Ambrose
ascribes an even more prominent role in the process of Christianization to Helena….
Ambrose’s version of the legend gives the impression that the bishop thought that Helena
had a more important role in the Christianization of the empire than her son Constantine.
… Through Helena’s discovery of the Cross Christ is reborn, as a result of which the
Christian empire is established…. In bringing the Cross and nails to light, Helena
establishes a Christian empire, the emperors of which are responsible for guarding
Christianity by making the faith hereditary.171
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Ambrose assimilated Helena to the Virgin Mary, and he cemented Helena’s legacy and female
basileia: she established a Christian empire and empowered her son to fight for its spread and
victory. Imperial women then expanded upon her legacy; they used Helena as a role model to
emulate and to surpass. 172
Helena did not appear with Christian symbolism on her numismatic imagery, but after the
legend of the True Cross proliferated, later empresses did. For example, the hand of God crowns
the diademed empress Eudoxia (d. 404) on the obverse of a coin (fig. 24). Eudoxia has been
divinely appointed by God to rule over the Christian empire with her husband Arcadius (d. 408).
The reverse depicts the enthroned and helmeted personification of Constantinople in profile. The
figure holds a scepter and globus cruciger; a female template with badges of imperial authority
was in circulation in Constantinople in 404. Pulcheria appears with the same iconography as
Eudoxia, her mother, on one of her coin-types. When Licinia Eudoxia appears frontally on the
obverse of the 437 solidus, it marks an interesting change in female numismatic imagery (fig.
16). There is no hand of God crowning her. Instead, her crown prominently displays a cross in
the center. The reverse shows a female figure, the personified Constantinople or Licinia Eudoxia
herself, frontally enthroned with a globus cruciger and a scepter topped with a cross. The
iconography of these coins affirms the message that Ambrose disseminated in Helena’s
legendary discovery of the True Cross: the empress continues to establish and guard the state
religion, Christianity. In the sixth century, Ariadne and Theodora’s medallion portraits next to
the cross and portrait of Christ denote their roles as guardians of Christianity with the emperor;
they continue Helena’s mission.
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Helena’s legacy also became entrenched in Constantinople because statues of the original
Christian empress marked its landscape. Statues of Helena co-existed with statues of Tyche and
Rhea, ancient goddesses who functioned as a protectress and mother of the gods, respectively.
For example, Constantine added a statue of his mother Helena to a prominent statue of Rhea in
the space in front of Hagia Sophia. To further honor his mother, Constantine declared that the
name of this space would be the “Augusteon” (fig. 3a). 173 Statues of Helena and Constantine
also stood with a statue of the ancient goddess Tyche on top of a very visible focal point: the
Milion. The Milion was a domed archway which stood at the beginning of the Mese, the central
avenue of Constantinople. It was an edifice imported from Rome, and it marked the starting
point for the measurement of distances to other cities in the empire. 174 The statue group
disseminated the concept of imperial victory and protection from a symbolic vantage point.
Helena’s assimilation with Tyche, protectress of Constantinople, on top of the Milion, was
significant too. Empresses, personifications, and then the Virgin Mary, would continue to be
conflated in imagery and imperial victory and protection rhetoric.
The topography of Constantinople, dotted with Helena’s images, ensured that the
memories and legends associated with her stayed alive. Helena, standing upon the Milion, was
the figure empresses used to measure themselves against for years. Pulcheria, who was awarded
the title “New Helena” in 451 after the Council of Chalcedon, threaded the empress role even
more tightly into the framework of imperial basileia. 175
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3.2 The Hybrid Pulcheria: Helena and the Theotokos?
Pulcheria was named the “New Helena” in 451 after the Council of Chalcedon, but she
was not a devoted mother who trekked through the Holy Land to ensure her son’s imperial
Christian agenda was progressing. She was born in the purple in Constantinople, the oldest
daughter of Arcadius and Aelia Eudoxia, and she never bore any children. She renounced the
traditional empress role when she chose to remain an unmarried virgin as a teen-ager. She
convinced her sisters to do the same. Sozomen describes the public nature of this decision:
In confirmation of her resolution, she took God, the priests, and all the subjects of the
Roman empire as witnesses of her self-dedication, and presented a table, elaborately
adorned with gold and precious stones, to the church of Constantinople, in token of the
life of virginity to which she and her sisters had devoted themselves; and a suitable
inscription was carved on the table.176
Pulcheria’s younger brother Theodosius II became the emperor at seven years of age after
their father Arcadius died, and she had an instrumental role in shaping him as an emperor.
Sozomen addresses Pulcheria’s role: “She caused all affairs to be transacted in the name of her
brother, and devoted great attention to furnishing him with such information as was suitable to
his years.”177 Pulcheria instructed her brother in court-related ceremony and demeanor: “But he
was taught how to maintain a deportment befitting an emperor by his sister.”178 The highly
literate and accomplished Pulcheria also took charge of his education and strict religious
training: “But she chiefly strove to imbue his mind with piety and with the love of prayer.”179
Sozomen acknowledges God’s awareness and appreciation for Pulcheria’s great piety too: “He
who alone regulates the affairs of the universe, foresaw that the young emperor would be
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distinguished by his piety, and therefore caused his education to be conducted by his sister
Pulcheria.”180 Pulcheria was proclaimed an augusta by her brother the emperor on July 4, 414,
and she had an eventful reign until her death in Constantinople in 453.
Theodosius II and Pulcheria’s defeat of the Persian King Vahram V in 421 was a
significant event which tied the empress to imperial victory. Vahram was accused of attacking
Christians in his dominions, and the imperial army retaliated with a double offensive against
Persian Armenia and Nisibis, a Persian stronghold.181 The brother and sister pair conquered
Vahram. The ninth-century chronicler Theophanes Confessor reported that after this victory,
Theodosius, who was guided by his pious sister, sent donations for the poor to Jerusalem as well
as a “golden cross studded with precious stones to be erected on Golgotha.”182 The cross they
sent may have replicated the cross of Constantine which was located in the palace and contained
a fragment of the True Cross.183 A comparison of two coin-types, one from 414-419 and one
from 420-422, reveals the significance of their victory over Persia and the gift of the Golgotha
cross (figs. 25a, 25b). They present the same obverse: the profile bust of Pulcheria with the
attributes of an augusta and the hand of God placing a crown on her head. The reverses differ:
the 414-419 coin-type presents the seated goddess Victory with a shield that is inscribed with a
Christogram, and the 420-422 coin-type presents the standing goddess Victory with a long,
jeweled cross. The figure of Victory with the long cross probably referred to the cross the
imperial brother and sister sent to Jerusalem to stand at Golgotha, the spot of Christ’s death and
victory. Holum and Gary Vikan explain: “Using the most potent victory symbol known in the
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vocabulary of Christian art, they declared that the victory of the emperor and Christ’s victory on
Golgotha were identical.”184
After the bishop of Jerusalem received the jeweled cross, he reciprocated and sent the
imperial brother and sister the right arm of St. Stephen; St. Stephen came right after Christ in
Christian veneration because he was the first martyr. 185 Constantinople lacked the trove of relics
Rome possessed, and the imperial family energetically tried to make up for that deficiency. In
356-37 Constantius II moved the remains of the apostles Timothy, Luke, and Andrew to
Constantinople.186 By 391, Theodosius I had attained the head of John the Baptist, by 406, the
prophet Samuel’s body, and by 415, the bodies of Jesus’s father Joseph and John the Baptist’s
father Zacharias were present too.”187 St. Stephen’s right arm in 421 was quite a coup.
The Trier Ivory, 13.1 cm by 26.1 cm, may depict the adventus of the relics of St. Stephen
into Constantinople (fig. 26). 188 A precise date or context has not been established for the Trier
Ivory, and the date of the event being depicted does not necessarily correspond to the date of its
creation. 189 Holum and Vikan, as well as other scholars, believe the panel was created in
Constantinople in the sixth century and that it depicts the 421 relic adventus.190 When Leslie
Brubaker and John Haldon argue for a later date for the icon of Christ on the Chalke gate, they
suggest 800 or even later in the ninth or early tenth century as the date the Trier Ivory.191 They
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cite a physical characteristic of the panel itself as part of their argument: “the depth of the relief
(the ivory is cut to 2 cm of the 2.3 cm depth of the panel) is striking….”192 That fact can be
complicated by Cutler’s research on consular diptychs. When he discusses the abundance of
ivory in this time period, he raises the issue of the consular diptychs’ thickness compared to
other Late Antique ivories. 193 The Trier Ivory is not as thick as consular diptychs, but it seems
sensible that a copious supply of thick ivory in the Constantinopolitan ivory market would have
lent itself to experimentation with deeper relief carving. Brubaker and Haldon also refer to the
figures’ “over-large heads and hands” to assign the Trier Ivory a later date.194 The consul
Boethius (West, 487) has a very large, squat face on his diptych and the hands of Orestes are
noticeably large. The left hand of Clementinus which clutches the scepter is quite large too. The
physical characteristics they cite are not convincing enough to dismiss the sixth-century
attribution.
The Trier Ivory’s surface bustles - from the relics’ entry through the palace gate into the
palace precinct under an icon of Christ, to the array of observers in the windows, to the emperor
leading an entourage toward the empress, and to the empress standing in front of a shrine which
is still being constructed and waiting to receive the relics. The empress, dressed in full augusta
regalia with all the insignia of office, stands away from the group. Her left arm cradles a long
cross which touches the church. According to Ljubomir Milanovic, the long cross in Pulcheria’s
hand provides the empress with a powerful identity: “Holding the cross as an imperial attribute, a
feature of imperial coinage as well; thus she is identified as a Christian triumphator whose
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palladium of victory recalls Christian triumph over death.”195 Her right arm extends, and her
large open palm demonstrates that she is the special recipient of the coffer with the relics. The
relic coffer looks like a miniature version of the shrine she stands next to – she connects the two.
Pulcheria was the donor of the shrine behind her, a shrine specifically for the relics of St.
Stephen.196 Relics assumed a very significant role in “their new talismanic function as protectors
of the city, country, or dynasty.”197 They increased the chances for peace and prosperity. Relics
and their shrines also demonstrated God and the saint’s favor toward the imperial family – they
placed them “within the heavenly court.”198 The supernatural powers of the saint who entered
the city through his or her relics augmented the supernatural aura and sacredness of the imperial
palace and its inhabitants; relics reinforced their liminality which reinforced their power. Thus,
building a church to house relics had a twofold purpose: it was a visible act of piety and
protection that doubled as an act of power. Pulcheria’s acquisition of St. Stephen’s relics and the
construction of his shrine fortified her platform of female basileia and further imbricated the
empress “type” with imperial victory and protection rhetoric. The Trier Ivory, a scene which
captures the essence of female basileia and victory, elucidates why Pulcheria can be viewed as a
precursor for Ariadne and Theodora. Their female basileia did not exist in a vacuum; it drew, in
part, upon their predecessors.
The Trier Ivory is not a vertical and strict display of hierarchy like the diptychs, but there
are conceptual similarities. The representation of the Chalke gate and the interior of the special
imperial zone recalls the top registers of the diptychs. The imperial couple are in a sacred band,
their own space. The insignia the empress wears and the cross she holds mark her as very
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different from the crouching workers who are completing the construction of the chapel; the
workers, like the dancers in the obelisk base imagery, confirm that movement and gesture define
position in the taxis. Pulcheria’s special status can be observed by the workers and observers in
the windows. Areobindus and Anastasius included performers and observers in their diptychs
too, people lower in rank who would have observed the consul’s importance and the imperial
family’s special status in the kathisma. The erotes in the bottom registers, who connote plenty,
refer to the imperial largesse which paid for the entertainment for the people. The adventus of
the relics connotes plenty achieved through imperial patronage too, just a different kind plentiful victory and protection through significant relics. Elsner’s words about the sacred and
secular falling into their rightful balance in the Ravenna mosaics apply to the diptychs and Trier
Ivory too: adhering to the order of society guarantees the golden age of plenty.199
Pulcheria was also associated with the relics of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste. Sozomen
describes Pulcheria’s divine premonitions which led to their discovery. First, Thrysus the martyr
appeared to Pulcheria and told her where the Forty Martyrs’ remains were buried. He wanted
them deposited near his tomb. Then, the Forty Martyrs themselves communicated with her. 200
Sozomen continues the story:
As soon as the discovery was announced, the princess and the bishop ran to the church of
the martyr, and sent for smiths to unfasten the iron bars and open the coffer. A great
many perfumes were found within, and among the perfumes were two silver caskets,
containing the holy relics. The princess returned thanks to God for the discovery of the
relics, and for having accounted her worthy of being a discoverer. She then caused the
relics to be deposited in a most splendid vase, and placed with the utmost pomp and
ceremony beside the remains of St. Thrysus. I myself was present at this gorgeous
spectacle; and others who were present can also bear testimony to the grandeur of the
festival, for it occurred at no great distance of time, but during the period that Proclus
governed the church of Constantinople.201
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The action and material details - running for smiths with iron bars, finding perfumes and silver
caskets, giving thanks, a splendid vase for the relics, and a crowd to witness – validate
Sozomen’s story and his vision of Pulcheria as favored by God. Pulcheria is like Helena – as a
divinely ordained ruler she experiences divine revelations. Sozomen’s narrative recalls the Trier
Ivory too – a gorgeous spectacle with many witnesses to observe the empress’s acquisition of
relics in a coffer. As Pulcheria worked toward Constantinople becoming the New Rome through
the acquisition of relics, she augmented her female basileia.
Sozomen states that the discovery of the relics of the Forty Martyrs happened during
Proclus’s governance of the church in Constantinople. Proclus was involved in another
significant event: the battle over the term Theotokos. The title Theotokos, which means the
Mother of God, caused a serious rift in the church and required the Council of Ephesus in 431 to
settle the incendiary issue. 202 Proclus supported the term Theotokos, but the bishop Nestorius
debased the term. Socrates explains how this debacle commenced - Nestorius supported the
Antiochene presbyter Anastasius: “This Anastasius preaching one day in the church said, “Let no
one call Mary Theotokos: for Mary was but a woman; and it is impossible that God should be
born of a woman.”203 According to Socrates, Nestorius ignored the great tumult these words
caused in Constantinople and intensified the situation: “… he delivered several public discourses
on the subject, in which he not only rejected the epithet Theotokos, but involved the whole
question in fresh grounds of controversy.”204 The controversy eventually led to the Council of
Ephesus in 431 where the term Theotokos was supported and Nestorius deposed. Upon hearing
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the news of his defeat, Nestorius called out: “Let Mary be called Theotokos, if you will, and let
all disputing cease.” 205 It was too late, he had been banished.
Socrates reflected upon Nestorius’s objection to the term Theotokos: “he seemed scared
at the term Theotokos, as though it were some terrible phantom.”206 Socrates claims that
Nestorius’s fear was due to his being “disgracefully illiterate” and his inability to comprehend
the history of the usage of the term.207 Socrates does not include Pulcheria’s name in his
narrative of the Theotokos controversy, but it seems sensible to conclude that Pulcheria and
Nestorius would have been at odds with each other over the term. Pulcheria was a highly literate
and independent woman, as well as a devout virgin who elevated Mary to the highest possible
position, the bearer of Christ, human and divine. Peter Van Nuffelen also relates the alleged
incident of Nestorius removing Pulcheria’s portrait from above the altar she publicly donated to
celebrate her virginity and his refusal to allow her entry into the sanctuary of the church to
receive communion with her brother the emperor on Easter Sunday 428. 208 Maybe Nestorius
was afraid of powerful female figures - empress or phantom? The bishop Proclus was not; he
appeared in Hagia Sophia on December 26 at the Feast of the Virgin to gloriously defend Mary’s
title Theotokos.209 He addressed Christ as the consul who sits on his consular seat Mary.
Proclus’s homily, and then the affirmation of Mary’s title Theotokos at the Council of Ephesus in
431, were pivotal moments in Marian devotion.210
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Vasiliki Limberis assigns Pulcheria full credit for Nestorius’s downfall and the sanction
of the term Theotokos at Ephesus.211 She also claims Pulcheria is the imperial figure who is
responsible for the Virgin Mary’s subsequent role as protectress of Constantinople. 212 Miri
Rubin agrees with Limberis: “Pulcheria’s deep identification with the Theotokos, through their
shared femininity, only compounded the difficulties that Nestorians encountered in the mingling
of woman and God.”213 Bissera Pentcheva, on the other hand, denies Pulcheria this power and
places the imperial emphasis on the Theotokos several decades later during Leo I and Verina’s
reign.214 She claims that the battle with Nestorius and Pulcheria’s role as builder of Marian
shrines are myths formulated in a later period. 215 It is important to note that Constantine
sponsored the Council of Nicaea in 325, and Mary’s role and title as the Mother of God were
introduced at this time. A letter sent to bishops stated: “For He is the express image, not of the
will or of anything else, but of His Father’s very substance. This Son, the divine Logos, having
been born in flesh from Mary the Mother of God and made incarnate, ….”216 Mary, the Mother
of God, was part of the imperial imperative since the fourth century.217 Why would the virgin
empress Pulcheria, a dominant and pious presence at court, avoid the controversy surrounding
the figure she emulated, especially since this figure had already been tied to imperial interests?
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Pulcheria’s contested role in Nestorius’s down fall, however, does not call into question
the significance of Proclus’s homily or the elevation of the cult of Mary and imperial attachment
to her after Ephesus in 431, and then the gradual expansion of Marian imagery. As Averil
Cameron puts it: “From now on the gates were open for both personal piety and formal cult;
equally, we now gradually begin to see a development in visual art which will soon lead to the
icons of Virgin and child… and to similar representations in monumental form.”218 The earliest
monumental image of the Virgin Mary is found in the arch mosaic in the church Pope Sixtus III
built in Rome in 432-440, Santa Maria Maggiore.219 The arch mosaic includes three
representations of the Virgin Mary where she is depicted as a Maria Regina, a Marian typology
which borrowed heavily from empress imagery. The top band is a scene of The Annunciation
(fig. 27a). The enthroned Virgin Mary appears in imperial dress - a pearl diadem, jeweled
necklace, and gold gown. She weaves as she listens to the angels announce that she will carry
the son of God. The band beneath The Annunciation depicts The Adoration of the Magi (fig.
27b). Christ has come into the world, and he sits on a wide, jeweled throne on a plump,
luxurious pillow. Gift-bearing magi in their Phrygian caps stand on either side of Christ and two
representations of his seated mother.
The two representations of the seated Virgin in The Adoration of the Magi band differ.
One presents an enthroned and regal Mary in pearl diadem and golden robe – almost identical to
the image of the Maria Regina from the top band. The second enthroned figure of Mary, on the
other side of Christ, wears a deep blue robe and veil over her gold dress. Her right arm folds into
her chest allowing her chin to rest on her hand. She appears solemn and thoughtful as she gazes
over at her son on his throne. Her left hands rests on her lap, and she holds a white cloth, a
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mappa. The Virgin Mary’s appearance with the mappa probably refers to Proclus’s Nativity
homily, delivered a few years before the construction of this church: he addressed Christ as the
consul seated on the consular seat Mary. Mappae have been seen with consuls on the diptychs,
on Byzantine empress weights, and now with the Virgin Mary in a mosaic. Mappae functioned
as badges of imperial authority or status; like empresses, the Virgin Mary had imperial authority
and status. In addition to the mappa and the diadem assigning Mary imperial status, her hairstyle
also borrows from an imperial hairstyle; Aelia Flaccilla is represented with the same neatly
combed roll in the late fourth-century marble statuette (fig. 20).220 Aelia Flaccilla’s face is
serene and dignified, and her veiled body composed and modest - her overall bearing is one of
elegant strength. The Maria Regina’s countenance, posture, and gestures in the mosaic generate
the same tone and embody the same qualities that that statuette of Aelia Flaccilla does. The
earliest monumental imagery of Mary at Santa Maria Maggiore supports the interweaving of the
imperial and the divine and demonstrates that the artisan borrowed from the existing visual
repertoire for empresses.
The mosaic artist also recalled images of female personifications to create the first
monumental representation of the Virgin Mary in 432. The Maria Regina’s gold cloak is cinched
with a pearl belt and a central jewel beneath her breasts. Empresses don’t generally appear with
this style of dress, but many numismatic images of Nike or representations of the personification
of Constantinople or Tyche depict the figure wearing a chiton cinched beneath the breasts with a
belt. For example, a statuette of Tyche in her mural crown depicts the seated personification in
this style of dress (Fig. 28). Tyche’s significance is conveyed through her crown, the attributes
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she holds, and her powerful presence on a raised platform. Mary, in her diadem and holding a
mappa, conveys the same strength and presence on her raised platform.
Christ sits on a resplendent jeweled throne, including a magnificent footstool, in the
Adoration of the Magi band. The blue covering of his plump cushion is the same color as his
mother’s robe and veil; it looks as if Mary’s robe has been spread upon the cushion and Christ
sits upon his mother. Christ is the consul seated upon his consular seat Mary. The child in the
mosaic, seated upon a throne with footstool, evokes Clementinus on his diptych. As previously
stated, the consul on his seat is also a manifestation of the emperor’s power. Thus, the mosaic
recalls Christ’s representatives on earth, the emperor and empress. Rubin states: “In the imperial
capital the human and the divine were publicly fused in the person of the emperor, and in the
hallowed mysteries of the virginal lives led - sometimes only for a spell – by the imperial
women.”221
Pulcheria was the predominant virgin empress in the East in the 430s when the
theological dispute over the title Theotokos raged and the monumental imagery at Santa Maria
Maggiore was displayed. The figure of Mary at Santa Maria Maggiore who dons the heavy blue
robe and veil over imperial garb symbolically encapsulates Pulcheria’s dual identity as an
empress and avowed virgin: Pulcheria was the empress who imposed a strict layer of modesty
and virginity upon herself and her sisters. Her sister-in-law, Eudokia, manifested her female
basileia through relic acquisition and shrine construction, and then most significantly, through
her “Helena-like” pilgrimage and tour of the Holy Land in 438. Eudokia, however, gave birth to
a daughter, Licinia Eudoxia. Galla Placidia, a powerful empress in the West by then, was the
mother of several children, one of whom was the emperor Valentinian III. It is sensible to view
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Pulcheria, at least, as part of the initial impetus for establishing the Theotokos as a significant
figure in Constantinople.
Pulcheria retained her virginal status when she married the military man Marcian.
Roman protocol would not allow her to reign alone after Theodosius II died in July of 450, so
she selected Marcian as her husband. (Theodosius II’s wife Eudokia had already been exiled to
the Holy Land based on rumors of sexual promiscuity.) Pulcheria then “bestowed imperial
authority” upon her new husband.222 Their gold marriage solidus of 450 depicts the imperial
bride and groom on either side of Christ (fig. 29). This marriage coin marks the first
representation of Christ on a coin.223 When Ariadne married Anastasius forty years later, they
repeated this pattern on their marriage coin. In both cases, there was no living father to preside
over the union, but a couple joined by Christ or his symbol the cross had precedents in visual
vocabulary. The Metropolitan Museum of Art possesses a gold marriage ring from the third or
fourth century which depicts male and female busts on either side of a cross (fig. 30a). The
museum also displays a gold marriage pendant dated to 400-450 which features a small frontal
Christ hovering above a couple in profile; he is holding wreaths (victory wreaths) above their
heads blessing them (fig. 30b). Evidently, the pattern of a married couple, imperial or nonimperial, joined by Christ or a cross existed in the visual repository. The iconography moved
from jewelry and coins to the consular diptychs because there was reciprocity among the various
mediums.
After their marriage, Pulcheria and Marcian became deeply involved in the Council of
Chalcedon in 451. This council debated complicated doctrinal issues, particularly the nature of
Christ - was he both human and divine or was he simply divine? The sovereigns supported the
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view that the human and divine natures of Christ manifested in one person, and they organized
formidable forces in this direction. Sixth-century imperial rulers would continue to deal with
these debates, but after Chalcedon, two natures manifested in one person became the official and
orthodox view of the church. Pulcheria was acclaimed equally with her husband for her role in
this victory: the patriarch of Constantinople acclaimed both of the sovereigns on October 25,
451 at the Church of St. Euphemia.224 Marcian was hailed as the “New Constantine” and
Pulcheria as the “New Helena.”225 The coin-issue of Helena discussed above was among the
acclamations shouted out to Pulcheria: “Your life is the security of all.”226 So entrenched was
the legacy of Helena that Pulcheria was assimilated with her - both were responsible for the
spread and victory of Christianity in the empire. Both were also like the Virgin Mary: Helena
imitated Mary in the fight against Satan when she searched for the True Cross, and Pulcheria
imitated Mary in her lifestyle.
According to Ambrose, Helena gave her son Constantine the nails from the True Cross
for his helmet and bridle to empower him and his successors in their fight for Christian victory.
A statue of Helena stood with Tyche and a cross on the top of the Milion to commemorate her
pivotal role in the spread of Christianity in the empire. Pulcheria’s gift (with her brother
Theodosius II) of the jeweled cross grafted her onto the sacred space of Golgotha too. A coin
with Pulcheria on the obverse and the personification of Victory holding the long, jeweled cross
on the reverse refers to this moment. The Trier Ivory, which depicts the adventus of the relics of
St. Stephen into Constantinople, presents the empress as a “Christian triumphator whose
palladium of victory recalls Christian triumph over death.” A triumphator like Helena. Before
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her death in 453, Pulcheria was declared the “New Helena” for her determination, with Marcian,
to cement the view that the human and divine natures of Christ manifested in one person.
Marcian and Pulcheria’s 450 marriage coin, which depicts the imperial pair on either side of
Christ, suggests her role as co-emperor alongside the man she selected and upon whom she
bestowed authority. Their marriage coin is a precursor for the sacred pairs in the 513
Clementinus Diptych and the 540 Justinus Diptych.
Pulcheria created a new track for empresses – female basileia without childbearing and
female basileia which was assimilated to the Theotokos. After Ambrose empowered Helena,
Pulcheria’s tenure was another essential stage in the formation of the concept that the empress
could be a co-emperor. The final section of Chapter Three will continue the story of the
Theotokos with Leo I and Verina and demonstrate why the powerful construct of Mary supported
the concept of a sacred partnership and is embedded in the sixth-century diptych imagery.
Section 3.3 Verina and the Rise of the Theotokos
After the Council of Ephesus in 431, Mary was officially recognized as the Mother of
God. The first church to honor her in the 430s, Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome, included a
monumental Maria Regina mosaic. Two significant imperial Marian shrines then appeared in
Constantinople during the second half of the fifth century: the chapel at Blachernai outside the
walls, and the church of the Theotokos Chalkoprateia (fig. 3b).227 Leo I and Verina, Ariadne’s
parents, were the new imperial couple that followed Pulcheria and Marcian after their deaths in
453 and 457, respectively, and they are credited by some scholars as being the patrons of these
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chapels.228 Verina’s role as founder of the Theotokos Chalkoprateia is generally accepted, but
Stephen Shoemaker believes the chapel at Blachernai existed before Leo I and Verina decorated
it with a mosaic which depicted the imperial family honoring the enthroned Virgin and child.229
After its fifth-century foundation, the church at Blachernai went on to become the most
significant site of the imperial cult of Mary.230 In addition to the imperial shrine at Blachernai
and the church of the Theotokos Chalkoprateia, structures which honored Mary continued to
appear on imperial estates throughout the sixth century.231
Imperial support of the Theotokos in fifth-century Constantinople reached beyond
structures; it also included relics, church decoration, and hymns. The chapel at Blachernai and
the church of the Theotokos Chalkoprateia acquired significant Marian relics: The Galbios and
Kandidos legend weaves an interesting tale of how Mary’s veil or robe arrived at Blachernai and
her girdle or belt arrived at the Theotokos Chalkoprateia in the mid to late fifth century.232
Constantinople needed her relics to keep up with Rome! In addition to relics, a mosaic with the
Virgin and child graced the chapel at Blachernai. The mosaic does not survive, but later
descriptions of it recount the magnificent gold and precious stones which formed an image of the
imperial family, Leo and Verina, their daughter Ariadne, and her son Leo, paying homage to the
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enthroned Virgin and child.233 In this monumental church decoration, the imperial family placed
themselves with the Virgin Mary – this fusion of the imperial with the divine was more explicit
than the imagery from Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome. It was also around this time, or before,
that the famous Marian hymn, the Akathistos Hymn, made its debut and added to the rising tide
of Marian devotion.234
The Akathistos Hymn used the imperial panegyric, a poem which praises and enforces an
attitude of awe toward an imperial figure, as its template - except in this case, the honoree was
the Theotokos.235 Verse after verse in the hymn generated awe for the superior, imperial-like
figure. Previous to the Akathistos Hymn, Proclus had adopted the imperial panegyric style to
honor the Virgin Mary in his homilies. According to Limberis, the Akathistos Hymn closely
resembles Proclus’s work in style and content.236 Both the homilies and the hymn constructed
and reinforced the Virgin’s potent persona. For example, lines from verse 23 of the Akathistos
Hymn capture her versatile potency:
Hail to you, through whom trophies of victory are assured,
Hail to you, through whom enemies are vanquished,
Hail to you, who are the healing of my body,
Hail to you, who are the salvation of my soul.237
The Theotokos contained the greatest spiritual recourse for individuals, and she was the
means to victory over enemies for the populace. The patriarch of Alexandria (310-403) had
233
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previously presented Mary within the classical ethos of athleticism and victory in his fourth
century Letter to Virgins. He imagines Mary as an athlete in the Hippodrome: “The stadium is
vast, the course is long!/The stadium is free, the athlete is ready,/The victor will be crowned!”238
Proclus saw Mary, the consular seat, within the context of the Hippodrome too. The Akathistos
Hymn then effectively secured Mary’s place within the classical and imperial ethos of victory.
The sovereigns, the liminal figures who embodied victory, found a powerful ally in the
imperial figure of Mary, and the majestic Maria Regina fresco at the church of Santa Maria
Antiqua in Rome from the mid-sixth century (fig. 31) demonstrates how thoroughly Mary had
become assimilated with the visual language of the imperial court.239 The Maria Regina is
enthroned on an ornamented lyre-backed throne, the same style of throne one sees on the
Ariadne Ivory in Vienna. The queen wears an ornate diadem with a prominent central jewel and
a jeweled necklace; they frame her pretty face. Her son sits on her lap. Unlike the empress
depicted in the Trier Ivory, the Ariadne Ivories, and the Theodora mosaic at San Vitale, the
Maria Regina at Santa Maria Antiqua wears a jeweled loros, the exclusively imperial garment,
over her purple robe. We have seen that this spectacular vestment emerged from the trabea
triumphalis tradition.240 Theodosius II wears the trabea triumphalis in 435 on the gold coin
which marks his consulship (fig. 32). Reports then describe Justinian wearing a loros at a
triumphal procession to celebrate his victory over the Vandals. 241 The Empress Eudokia and her
two sons appear in the imperial jewel-studded loros (fig. 12) on a page in the Homilies of
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Gregory of Nazianzus, 867-886.242 Ball summarizes how the loros, the exclusively imperial
garment, succinctly conveyed ideas about power:
The loros conveyed the wealth and power of the empire to foreigners and citizens alike
through the gem-encrusted, spectacular garment…. Finally, the loros established
continuity with the traditions of the Roman Empire, especially the consulate, during the
garment’s use at Easter when the emperor dispersed salaries.243
Santa Maria Antiqua’s representation of a Maria Regina in a loros explicitly recalls the imperial
court at Constantinople. 244 As a Maria Regina type she appears as an empress, but the loros
conflates her with the emperor too: Mary’s identity as an imperially sponsored protector and
victor emerges from both sovereigns.
Non-imperial consuls and personifications of Tyche and Constantinopolis wore the
trabea triumphalis too. For example, the 525 Philoxenos Diptych (fig. 15) presents both the
consul and the female personification of Constantinopolis in the trabea triumphalis. 245 Mary’s
appearance with the loros and her persona in the Akathistos Hymn reveal her complex imperial
origins and demonstrate that as the Theotokos she was steadily encroaching upon and subsuming
Tyche and Nike’s functions as civic deities. 246 Her image was not hugely popular yet, but her
relics were in the city, and they assumed a very significant role in their “talismanic function as
protectors of the city, country, or dynasty.”247 Elizabeth Gittings explains: “The Virgin,
succeeding Tyche in the role of mediator, was accessible and merciful, protecting and providing
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for the needs of the city and its inhabitants.”248 The Virgin Mary was gradually becoming the
potent protectress of individuals and of Constantinople. By 626 it was a fait accompli – she
herself slayed Avars.249 Icons and jewelry with her image would then proliferate throughout the
sixth and seventh centuries.
The cycle of elision which had been germinating for several decades – the Theotokos’s
subsumption of the roles of Tyche and Nike, the empress’s assimilation with these figures, and
the Theotokos’s similarity to the empress – was supported by the Akathistos Hymn and visual
references. The statue of Helena with Tyche on the Milion, numismatic imagery with
empresses’ portraits on the obverse and images of Constantinopolis and Tyche on the reverse,
the Maria Regina fresco, the mosaics in Rome and the chapel at Blachernai, as well as the Virgin
Mary’s relics in imperially sponsored shrines, supported the imbrication of these powerful
female figures. Pentcheva concludes: “The way the Theotokos appropriates the functions of
civic deities follows a pattern already established by the image of the empress in the fourth and
fifth centuries. Not surprisingly, Mary took on her identity as she started to be addressed as the
regina poli.”250 When Mary’s robe was redeposited in the Blachernai after the famous Avar raid
in 623, the patriarch addressed Mary as the “true empress.”251
The mélange of imperial inspirations behind the construction and transformation of Mary
into the Theotokos throughout the fifth and sixth centuries reveals that Mary the protectress had a
complex religious, civic, and imperial identity. She was tied to the rhetoric of victory and
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imagined within the context of the Hippodrome. Empresses, particularly Pulcheria and Verina,
had a strong stake in that identity and its ascent - they too set the Theotokos on the platform from
which she could soar and ultimately become the “true empress.” Pulcheria and Verina (as well
as the emperor and personifications) served as models for Mary’s new persona and appearance;
empresses helped to construct her. The Virgin Mary amassed power through her identification
with imperial women and civic deities. In turn, imperial women augmented their female basileia
by championing the Virgin Mary. When Ariadne and Theodora’s portraits appeared on the
diptychs in 513 and 540 as partners in the imperium, the Virgin Mary’s powerful identity had
already been imbricated with the identity of the empress.
The 513 and 540 diptychs fall in between, on the one hand, the Marian mosaic at Santa
Maria Maggiore in Rome and the construction of the shrines which housed Mary’s relics in
Constantinople, and on the other hand, the Ravenna mosaic which so gloriously honors Theodora
for her role in the sacred partnership, and the Maria Regina image at Santa Maria Antiqua. The
“co-emperor” on the Ariadne Ivories and the imperial pair standing over their enemies in the
Chalke gate dome mosaic fit into this timeframe too. The consular diptychs were distributed
when the concepts of the sacred partnership and co-emperorship were playing out in
Constantinople. The diptych bands with the empresses’ portraits and Christian symbolism are
visual expressions of the ideology of sacred partnership and co-emperorship. The potent
construct of Mary was part of the march toward the imperium becoming a sacred partnership,
just as Helena’s legacy was and Pulcheria and Verina’s actions were. Ariadne and Theodora’s
portraits refer to the sixth-century empresses themselves, but they also contain traces and
memories of Helena, Pulcheria, Verina, and the Theotokos.
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Conclusion
This thesis has attempted to demonstrate that the top registers of the 513 Clementinus
Diptych and 540 Justinus Diptych are spaces of outsize importance. Clementinus initiated novel
iconography with Ariadne’s medallion portrait and Christian symbolism in 513, and Justinus
augmented it with Christ’s image in 540. Consular diptychs had maintained a secular and
masculine character until 513, but the genre could no longer ignore the reality of the imperium in
Constantinople in the sixth century: the empress worked alongside the emperor as a liminal
figure in the name of Christian victory. By 513 it was no longer conceivable to create a
metonymy in ivory for the spaces and hierarchy of the empire that ignored the imperium’s
commitment to victory in Christian terms. The sacred partnership message was being
disseminated in other mediums and contexts in the sixth century. It was time for the consular
diptychs to participate in their cultural moment.
Ariadne and Theodora had, to some degree, the precedents of Helena, Pulcheria, Verina,
and the construct of the Theotokos to call upon as they established their own narratives of female
basileia. Helena, on top of the Milion, was the standard by which an empress could measure
herself in Constantinople. Pulcheria established a new precedent - female basileia without
childbearing. Verina engaged in power struggles after Leo I’s death, and significantly, she
embraced the Theotokos as a powerful figure. The Theotokos became the powerful figure
everyone turned to for protection. Relics increased the visibility and power of these empresses
and the true empress, the Virgin Mary. Ariadne and Theodora acted boldly as sixth-century
empresses, but Helena, Pulcheria, Verina and the Theotokos can’t be extricated from their female
basileia. The Mother of God and their imperial precursors widened the space the sixth-century
empresses could occupy. Commanding images of Ariadne and Theodora did not spring up
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independently either; imagery related to previous empresses, the Virgin Mary, and
personifications provided a repository of iconography. Elision, conflation, and adaptation
marked representations of empresses, personifications, and the Virgin Mary in Late Antiquity.
When Constantine built his New Rome, Constantinople, he included a Hippodrome
within the sacred palace precinct. The Hippodrome was the space for the games and
entertainment, but it was also a space for imperial ceremony. The kathisma adjoined the palace
and the Hippodrome. Status and rank were played out in the kathisma. It was a space where
imperial superiority and liminality could be displayed. The discovery and adventus of relics and
the construction of shrines demonstrated the emperor and empress’s roles at the apex of the taxis
and revealed their liminality too, as the Trier Ivory demonstrates. The Church also partnered
with the sovereigns to define and seal the abstract contract that they ruled in the name of God.
The imperial family and the institution of the church maintained power through carefully
choreographed words, ceremonies, and images. The top registers of the diptychs may appear
minor in comparison to the Ravenna mosaics, but they too, in condensed form, disseminated the
message that the imperial couple were sacred, liminal figures who enjoyed an abstract
relationship with God. The small ivory bands also map imperial space – the bi-clipeate patterns
evoke the Chalke gate and the Hippodrome, where images of the imperial couple hung above the
consul.
The consulship was the most prestigious position within the empire, one with a long
history. Consuls commissioned diptychs and sent them to friends and associates to announce
their rank. They are beautifully carved, but they are rather monotonous in their display of
consular power; consuls display their corporate identity with fairly standard imagery. Kim
Bowes, however, stresses the significance of time on the diptychs:
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The Late Antique consulship may have retained its value precisely because it offered
what was now a valuable commodity – the possibility of a permanent piece of and place
in time. That union of time and rank was displayed to the public in the form of the
diptych with its interior consular list.252
To the union of time and rank must be added space. Clementinus and Justinus were
consuls in 513 and 540 in Constantinople. Their corporate identities may be monotonously
displayed on their diptychs, but they were individuals too. Individuals are not monotonous. The
novel bi-clipeate patterns disrupted the monotony of consular diptychs when they put forth the
imperial ideology of a sacred partnership for the first time in 513 and then again in 540. These
patterns also note the union of rank, time, and space: Ariadne and Theodora were empresses in
513 and 540 in Constantinople. They too had positions which many women before them had,
and they benefited from their precursors’ expansion of the role of the empress in New Rome, but
they were also individuals who acted. And commanding and colorful individuals they were.
Barbara Tversky writes, “The designed world is a diagram that reveals its meanings
through place and marks in space and guides our actions.”253 The top registers, spaces of outsize
importance on the consular diptychs of Clementinus and Justinus, are diagrams which reveal
many meanings. The carved marks on the ivory panels created images, images which reinforced
abstract ideas that were being performed and lived out in sixth-century Constantinople. These
images, ideas, and performances informed the minds and guided the actions of people at every
level of society in Constantinople, as well as other places in the empire. The carved marks also
gave Ariadne and Theodora permanent places in time and space alongside their husbands,
Anastasius and Justinian, and the consuls, Clementinus and Justinus.
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Figure 1
Clementinus Diptych, 513, ivory, Liverpool Museums Collection
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Figure 2
Justinus Diptych, 540, ivory, Staaliche Museum
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Figure 3a
Plan of Palace and Constantinople, David Potter
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Figure 3b
Map of Constantinople, Bissera Pentcheva
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Figure 4
Base of Obelisk, 390, marble, Istanbul
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Figure 5
Byzantine Empress Weight, Fifth Century, copper alloy, Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Figure 6
Orestes Diptych, 530, ivory, Victoria and Albert Museum
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Figure 7
Areobindus Diptych, 506, ivory, Musée de Cluny
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Figure 8
Anastasius Diptych, 517, ivory, Bibliothèque nationale de Paris
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Figure 9
Halberstadt Diptych, 417, ivory, Domschatz Collection, Trier
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Figure 10
Scepter, Areobindus Diptych, 506, ivory, Musée de Cluny
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Figure 11
Segmenta, Areobindus Diptych, 506, ivory, Musée de Cluny
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Figure 12
Empress Eudokia with her sons, 880-883, Homilies of Gregory of Nazianus, Bibliothèque
nationale de Paris
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Figure 13
Adoration of the Magi Plaque, Sixth Century, ivory, British Museum
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Figure 14
Justinian Diptych, 521, ivory, Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Figure 15
Philoxenus Diptych, 525, ivory, Bibliothèque nationale de Paris
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Figure 16
Coin with Licinia Eudoxia, 447, gold solidus
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Figure 17
Coin with Aelia Flaccilla, 382-387, gold solidus
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Figure 18a
Empress Theodora and Court, 542-547, mosaic, Church of San Vitale, Ravenna

Figure 18b
Emperor Justinian and Court, 542-547, mosaic, Church of San Vitale, Ravenna
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Figure 19a
Ariadne Ivory, c. 515
ivory, Bargello, Florence

Figure 19b
Ariadne Ivory, c. 515
ivory, Kunsthistorisches, Vienna
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Figure 20
Statuette of Aelia Flacilla, 380-390, marble, Bibliothèque nationale de Paris
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Figure 21
Icon of St. Peter, Sixth Century, encaustic, Saint Catherine’s Monastery, Egypt
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Figure 22
Ada Cameo, 318-322, Trier Cathedral Treasury
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Figure 23
Coin with Helena, 324-326, gold solidus
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Figure 24
Coin with Eudoxia, 404, gold solidus
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Figure 25a
Coin with Pulcheria, Shield with Chi-Rho, 414-419, gold solidus

Figure 25b
Coin with Pulcheria, Long Cross, 420-422, gold solidus
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Figure 26
Trier Ivory, Sixth Century, ivory, Trier Ivory Cathedral
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Figure 27a
The Annunciation, 430s, mosaic, Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome

Figure 27b
The Adoration of the Magi, 430s, mosaic, Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome
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Figure 28
Statuette of the Personification of a City, 300-500, Late Roman or Byzantine, copper alloy,
Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Figure 29
Marital Coin of Marcian and Pulcheria, 450, gold solidus
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Figure 30a
Byzantine Marital Ring, Third or Fourth Century, gold, Metropolitan Museum of Art

Figure 30b
Byzantine Marital Pendant, 400-450, gold, Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Figure 31
Maria Regina with Christ, Mid-Sixth Century, fresco, Santa Maria Antiqua, Rome
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Figure 32
Coin with Theodosius II in trabea triumphalis, 435, gold solidus
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